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KINKAKUJI IN SNOW.
This niagnificicnl building in a bcautifu garden was biiill towards llic ulobe ol

the fotrtecnth century. It Is an excellent specimen of architecture of the Ashikaga

HOZU RAPIDS-
1 lie Ho/u oiil) a few miles from Kyoto City. Tin. Ijed of the river h- locky,

but the stream is not dangerously swift, thougli there are enough small raptds to make
the trip exciting and interesting. The scenery is fascinating, as the river at once enters

he hills which soon rise preciptously on both sides, and continues its course between
for about thirteen miles to Arashiyama.
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>. Ill 'kL :,lll MON OF NISlll IIONGW ANJ 1.

Tli:s supeib gataway, with beautiful open-work carving and graceful roof, was
brmight from Moninyama. It serves to show the^architectural style of Hideyoshi's time.

IflCASin HONnWANJl.
Ihis niagniiicent eiliticc, dazzling in its simple spl

shows a modem stylcof temple architecture.

r, liatts from ls;i"i. Jt
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PART. I.

KYOTO.
Introduction.

The people of Kyoto take pride in the fact that their city was founded

by an emperor and tor many centuries served as the imperial residence.

We must not condemn such pride provided, of course, the existing conditions

of the city be such as not to belie her history. ^Ve arc rightly gratified in

introducing Kyoto to the world as a city founded by an emperor and the

cHiMtal for more than ten centuries, for by her present attractions, her

monuments, and fmc arts, industries and other activities, she now occupies

a fore-most position among the cities of the country.

Population and Name.
Kyoto ranks third among the cities of the empire in point of popula-

tion. She has now about 1 10,000 inhabitants, the number having almost

doubled in the last quarter of a century. The name Kyoto signifies

" Capital " as the city was the imperial residence for nearly eleven hundred

years. In ancient times, people called it " Ilcianjo", or the " citadel of

tranquillity". It has also been called " Saikyo"', meaning the " western

capital", as the name Yedo was changed to Tokyo, or "eastern capital",

preparatory to the removal thither of the scat of government in 1868.

Geographical Position.
The city is situated near the centre of Yamashiro Province, at latitude

3o° r 7" N. and longitude 135° 46' 7" K., wiih an elevation of

about 162 feet above sea level. Surrounded on three sides by verdant

moimtaias, the city lies at the northern extremity of a fertile plain

which joias a greater one on the south stretching to Osaka Bay. The city

limits, which have varied from time to time, now include about 18 square

miles; the maximum distance from east to west being about eight and

from north to south a trifle over five miles. 'I'he Kamo River, running from

north to south at the base of a chain of hills studded with temples, passes

through the city. On the west, runs the Katsura ; and between flows the

Takase river.

History of Kyoto.
Before giving a brief history of Kyoto it may be well to mention the

feet that it was the custom in Japan, from limes too remote to be included
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in writtpn annals, for the Sovereign and the TTeir Apparent to live in different

palaces. It was the rule in ancient limes for the Prince Imperial to clioose

a locality for his palace wholly distinct from that of the iMnpcror. I'herc

was a limit set, however, to all these shiftings, they being tionfined within

five adjacent provinces, known as Gokinai. As civilization advanced and

the imperial residence assumed magnificence and splendor, it was not easy

to move the centre of adnunistration as often as had been the castom in

earlier days. When the capital was established at Nara at the begining of

the Sth ccnturv, it was not moved elsewhere at the death of its founder,,

the iMnpress Genim>o. Seven Sovereigns reigned in Nara consecutively.

In 701 the Emperor Kammu selected Uda, in the Kadono district of

Vamashiro Province, and took steps to transfer the court thither. 'I'his is

the modern Kyoto.

The city thus conceived and laid out so long ago bears el0(juent

testimony to the greatness and resourcefulness of the Empcor Kammu's

mind. At the time when the city was first built the palace was consider-

ably to the west of its present location. From the main gate stretched an

avenue 280 feet wide, known asShnjaku Street, which has dwindled to the

busy Sembon St. of to-day. The street extended to the soiithcm gate,

di\iding ihe city into two parts, 'i'he western part was called Choan, or

the Right of the Western Capital; and the other section was named Rokujo,

being also known as the Left of the Eastern Capital. Nine wide streets

running from cast to west were numbered Ichijo, Nijo, Sanjo (1st Ave.,

2nd Ave., 3rd Ave.) &c. The broadest of these measured 170 feet, while

others were only about half as wide. Between them were streets 10 feet

wide. Thus 38 streets ran east and west, while similar sets of streets ex-

tended north and south. The Capital was thns divided into squares re-

sembling those of a checker board. Each square, or cho, was -400 feet

square. There were 1216 of those, .\round the whole city were a low

wall and a double moat. Gates marked the ends of the main avenues.

To write the history of Kyoto to the begining of the present era would

be iv» write the whole history of Japan from the time Kammu founded

Kyoto until the a.s.sension of the present emperor; but only a few important

events will be mentioned here.

Peace and prosperity followed the establishment of the " Citadel of

Tranquility" ; but the time came when the imperial prestige was weaken-

ed by the usurpation of the Fujiwara family, and subsequently by the

war oi Gen-Pei in the i2th century, which finally led to the founding



KYOTO DANCK.

Kyoto girls are noted for their skill in dancing. The Kyoto dance is of a

dignified character and consists mainly of rhythmical movements, especially of the

arms, to a musical accompaniment, coupled with a reciatation of a poem or a drama

that relates some legendary or histric incident. Most gorgeously colored fans are

iudispcnsible, every motion being emphasized by them.







of the feiulal system. After this Kyoto began to decline unt.l it become

merely a nominal capital, ruled l.)y the deligates of the Shugun when the

military governnient was established at Kamaknra.

1 lie Kaniakura Government, however, was abolished in 18r^>o, and the

restoration of the crown had just commenced when a great ci\ il war broke

out in which the imperial line was di\ided into the Northern Court and

the Southern Court. h"or ")" years terrible battles were fouglit with Kyoto

as the centre. During this liiuc the city was reduced lu a waste.

At the close of the 1-Jth century the Shogunate fell to the Ashikaga

faniil)- who continued in power tor 180 years. During this period the city

was the scene of man\' disasters, the greatest being the Onin W'lu which

was l)egun in 1-107 and lasted more than six years reducing to ashes almost

the whole city. The country continued to be in turmoil until Toyotomi

llideyoshi subdued the rebellions feudal lords and reunited the country

under one go\ernment. He reconstructed the city, restoring the destroyed

temples, delapidated shrines, and building a permanent residence for the

emperors. .At his death, in 1508, Tokugawa lyeyasu succeeded and laid

the foundation of the Shogunate in Yedo, now Tokyo.

Peace reigned for nearly three hundred years under the Tokugawa

dynasty. But the question of foreign intercourse brought royalists to Kyoto

to protect the Emperor and bring about the downfiiU of the Shogunate.

The fierce battle tbught round the imperial palace in 1S<)4 caused the

destruction of the greater part of the city by hre. In 1868 the castle of

Yedo surrendeied to the royal army and the present emperor ascended the

throne. The imperial residence was then moved to Yedo, which was called

'J okyu, meaning eastern capital, .\fter the removal, of course, K)'oto

again Ijegan to decline. But the establishment of lines of communication,

the development of various industries, the beauty of the i)lace, and the

historical cliarm of the city, all combined to bring back much of its ancient

glory and to caiuic it to prosper as a centre of the art industries of the

empire.

Means of Communicatiou.
Before railroad days, the conimunication between Osaka and Kyoto

was chiefly kejit up by means of the Yodo River, of whicli the Katsura is

one of the main tributaries. Both the Katsura and the Takase are still

used for transfjorting goods by small boats. The city is intersected by

aqueducts and canaLi connected with the Biwa Lake Canal, which is about
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seven miles long and which keeps the city in close touch with the region

surrounding that great lake.

Land communication is well established with other parts of the country.

Besides post and telegraph offices, branches of which are found in various

parts of the city, the telephone system is well established. The electric car

s\stem of Kyoto, tlie first operated in Japan, carries an average of 2o,0<X)

persons daily, receiving an average of about 1,400 j-r// per day for fares.

An electric car line connects the city with Fushimi to the south ;
and work

on a new car line between Kyoto and Osaka is now nearing completion.

There are three government railway lines : the 'i okaido joined by one

from Sonobe and by one from Kara. There are two railroad stations in

the city : one at Shichijo and the other at Nijo. The following tables will

show the number of passengers passing through these stations last year

:

Departure Arrival Total

Shichiio 2,241,308 2,136,854 4,378,162

Nijo 332,781 349,201 681,982

Total 2,574,080 2,486,055 5,0(^0,144

The amount of freight handled in 1008 at Shichijo was 238,816 tons,

while that at Nijo was 154,260 tons.

Wealth and Expenditure.
Well lighted with electricity, and with prospect of a gas company of

two million )r« capital in the near future, and with such wide variety of

thriving industries as are described later, Kyoto is a properous city. Her

3,436,300 tsubo of city lots a re valued at l,.365,607.0,tr«, while her buildings

are estimated to be worth 85,900,750.0 ;r//.

The amomit of savings in banks ut the close of March, liK)0, was

7.181.077. .ir«, while that in the savings dq)artmcnt of the Post Office was

2.057.078. yen.

Her municipal annual income amounts to l,i:'.0,255. ym. llic taxes,

both national and municipal, paid by her citi/cns amount to 4,01 8,240. jr«

annually, an average per head of ll.l5,ir//, or 50.03 .vr// per house.

The city has just completed negotiation for a loan of 17,0<K).(XK). yen

from a French company. With this amount the city proposes to have a

water system, to broaden canals, to-cnlargc roads and streets, and to extend

the trollv lines.
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Business Organizations.
The litv is well oijuiiipcd with business organizations. Of the 27

banks in Kyoto, with paid up capital of 76,80^,386. tr//, 8 representing

paid up capital of '>,66n,250. ir;/ have their main offices in the city.

The amount of money orders handled by the Post Offices in Kyoto

during 1IH»! was (j,0(}6,753. yen, of which 4,l;)3,325. yen represents the

amount paid out. The money loaned by the pawn shops during last year

was about 1,'J5(),0(X). .ir;/.

The Kyoto Chamber of Commerce, with Jihci Nishimura as pre-

sident, /ensukc O/.awa as vice-president, and Nariyoshi Nishiikc as chief

secretary, is trying energetically to promote the commerce and industry of

the city.

The amount of exchange in stocks during last year was 77,220

sliarcs, showing a value of 3,105,330. jr;;. That of the rice exchange was

1,150 koku valued at 17,850, _jr//. During the last year 636,256 bills

amoimting to 237,292,088. yen were cleared at the Kyoto Clearing House.

Government and Public Institutions.
0])po.sitc the Commercial Museum in Oka/aki Park stands the brick

building of the new public library, excellently cvuippcd. On the other side

of the Commercial Museum toward the hills is the City Zoological Crarden,

built in commemoration of the wedding of the Crown I'rincc" It is

claimed by some to be better in certain respects than that in Uyeno Park,

Tokyo. On the gentle slope of Higashiyama, near Daibutsu, stands the

Kyoto Imperial Art Museum. This and the Mesum at Nara contain the

best collections of early Japanese statuar)'. Some date from the 7th and

8th century when buddhistic carving was at the height of its peculiar

excellence. Beautiful screens, scrolls, old swords, aimour and other object

artistic interest are displayed.

\'o aid the development of the keramic industry of tlic city, the

Keramic Experimental Institute was established many years ago. In now

stands east of Gojo Bridge. The Meteorological Observatory in the Im-

perial Park is doing efficient work in forcasting weather.

There arc 21 hospitals in the city, including jirixatc institutions, 68

Pu.-^l Otific;cs and a number of police stations are scattered over the city.

I'hc (Jourt Houses are in .Maruta-machi and Take}a-machi. The main

revenue ofiice is in Kawabata-dori, with a Ijianrh at Muromachi-Kamichoja-

machi and anothet at Ayanokoji-Yanaginobanba. The Government
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GION FESTIVAL.

A long procession, sometimes as much as four or five miles in length, is to be

seen at the Gion Festival, in which are companies of trademen, actors, singing girls,

and coolies. The gold lacquered sacred carriage, or little shrine, is borne on the

shoulders of the young peaplcs, followed by a baud of musicians. Highly decorated

h-.ivy floats, generally diawn by oxen, add color and life to the procession.
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FK^STIV.M, OF KAMO JINSHA.

I'his time honored roya Ifestival, called Aoiniatsuri, still takes place in May
cvcrj- year, and is one of the most important. It is still conducted in ancient manner,

persons participating wearing antique costumes of the Fujiwara period. It is a solemn

affair, but not lacking in colors as bright artificial flowers are much in evidence in

decoration.

FF.SllVAL OF HKIAN JIXGU.
'i liis is one of the two most important festivals of Kyoto, :ind it ociurs in

October. It is commonly known as Jidaisai. The long prosession is exceedingly

interesting, for different costumes of different periods in tlic history of Kyoto are shown
by groups of men marching in the procession.
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Monopoly Offices arc in Yaniato-oji, and the Kyoto office of the Imperial

Forestrp Department is in the compound of Chionin.

Prefectural and City Offices.

The Citp Mall of Kyoto is in 'ieramachi. The present officials are :

Mayor, Kikujiro Saigo ; Vice Mayors, Seiiku Ono, Taromatsu Kato

;

Treasurer, Sutekichi Hoshina. The members of the City Council are

Hikocmon Nishimura. Ileibei Imanishi, Kumasaburo Hirai, Tamesaburo

Furukawa, Yahei Sliibata, Kikutaro Amcjiomori, Seisukc Yamamoto, Eisuke

Xakamura, Yasundo Hotta.

Tha Prefectural Office, Fu-cho is in Yabunouchi-cho. The present

officials are : Governor, Shoichi Omori ; Commissioners, Akira Sakaya,

Toraji Fujisaki, Koichi Takasaki.

Schools.
The following schools in Kyoto arc under the direct supervision of (he

Department of Education of the central government : Imperial University

of Kyoto, Third Higher School, Higher Technological School.

The following schools arc supported by the city : School for Fine

and Industrial Arts, School for Dyeing and weaving, Commercial Academy,

Commercial Practice School, Girls' High Schools, School for Painting,

Institute for Dumb and Blind, and i:j Kindergaratens.

The following schools are maintained by the prefecture and counties

:

School, and 4 Schools for Agriculture and Forestry.

Two Schools for Agriculture and Forestry are maintained by towns,

and there arc seven Special and four Middle Schools maintained by private

individuals. Aside from those already mentioned, nearly 500 common

schools of primary and grammer grades are scattered over the prefecture.

Hotels.
The city is well C'luipped with hotels. Ucing a cty of temples where

thousands of worshippers gatlier from all over the country there are

numerous Japanese inns, some of wh ch have excellent ai)pointmcnts.

Nakamuraro at (iion on the slope of Higashiyama is semi-foreign. Tawara-

ya, Hiragiya and Sawabun, all in Fuya cho have excellent accommoda-

tions. Miyako Hotel, Kyoto Hotel and Yaami Hotel arc strictly jn for-

eign style, 'i'he first mentioned is on the slope of I Ugashiyama overlooking

the city ; the second is in the heart of the < ity and the third is in Maruyama

Park, also commanding a fme view of the city and plain, but its main

building was destroyed by fire a few years ago.
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Kyoto

Gcmmercial Museum.

Interior of Kyoto Commercial Museum.

KYOTO COMMERCIAL. MUSEUM.
Kyoto has so been the centre of art that a general custom prevails

among the upper and more extravagant classes of society to have clothes

and furniture made in this city so that the fashion of the country along

these lines may be said to originate here. Unfortunately these facts arc

not generally known to visitors, especially to our foreign guests whose

number has increased perceptibly in recent years. 'I'his is mainly due to

the lack of a proper medium for making the true condition known to the

public. The lack has been most keenly felt of late in Kyoto where many

foreign firms are trying to introduce their products.
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In order to remed}- this state of affairs, to promote local industry and

to establish closer business relations with other parts of the world, the Kyoto

Commercial Museum has been established. A resolution was passed by on

Industrial Committee of the city which met in May, 190'"), to tlie effect that

a commercial museum should be establislied in commemoration of our great

victory in the war just ended. The resolution was finally passed as a bill by

the City Counsel and work on the building was began in November of the

following year in Okazaki Park close to the zoological garden. The work

was completed in April, 1909. The enclosure contains about (5,790 tsubo.

The main building is three stories high, Renaiscene in style, and occupies,

with its auxilitary buildings, 428 tsubo. About 181,500 yen were spent

for its construction. AVith the installation completed by Keisuke Xiwa,

director, the Museum was opened to the public on May lo, 1909, with

appropriate ceremon\\

Aim and Crest.
Besides [)romoting local industry and establishing closer business re-

lations with other parts of the worlds, the institution has still anotlier

function as symbolized in the Museum's crest «^ the three petals indicat-

ing the heart of the manufacturer, the merchant, and the cunsumer, respec-

tively. The union of the petals shows the harmony of tiiese three so

essential to the perfect de\elopment of business. It is one of the aims of

this institution to bring manufacturers, merchants, and consumers together

and keep them in harmonious vmion, acting as their common medium.

£xliibits.

The exhibits displayed consist mainly of articles manufactured in

Kyoto, being samples or specimens of commodities that can be supplied

according to need. In order to provide oi)portunities for our manufacturers

to imjjrove their goods by comparison with others, the Museum collects

and exhibits samples of articles produced in other parts of the world.

Moreover, lectures will be given from time to time for the public under the

auspices of the Museum. I''urthermore, horticulture as an out-door e\-

liibit is one of the feature of the Museum. There have been laid out in

Museum the grounds genuin Japanese gardens designed and made b)' the

LandyajK; (hardening .Society of the city. The beautiful and artistic

arrangement of the trees, ponds and bridges, and the varieiv of landscapes

introduced, will surely be a wonderful siu'prise to visitors.

Classification.
The l'.\hibit.^ for liie |jresciu are classified as follows ;
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CLASSIFICATION OF EXHIBITS.
TEXTILE FABLICS.

1. Brocades, \ civets, liabntai, satin, fii^uiivd silk, silk < ra].)e, etc,

'J. Ribbons.

.".. Handkerchief of silk ond linen.

*1. Kimonos, and other costumes, jxijamas, smoking gowns, etc.

5. Taiiestry and rugs.

DYEING.
1. Plain dyed cloth.

2. Dyeing in original Japanese color (Saffron, ii^ligo, etc.")

0. Yuzen and cut velvet.

EMBROIDERIES.
1. Wall hangings' and curtains'.

2. Embroidered kimonos.

3. Cusion covers and bed spreads.

1. Piano coveis and inantel ])ieces.

0. Table centres.

THREADS AND BRAIDS.
1. Twisted silk.

2. Cords and tassels of all sorts.

P». Gold and silver threads.

4. Threads for embroidery.

'). Strings for musical instrument.

PORCELAINS AND POTTERIES.
1

.

I'lower vases and jars.

2. Koro (incense burners),

.'>. Plaque.

•1. I'lower pots and fern dishes.

5. Dinner and desert sets.

0. Tea and coffee sets.

LACQUER WARE.
1. Makie (gold lacquer).

2. Others varieties of lac<|uer ware.
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FANS.
1. Silk and lace work fans.

2. Other varieties of fans.

METAL WARE AND CLOISONNE.
1. Gold, silver, bronze, and other metal work.

2. Hammered work.

3. Carved work.

4. Toro, (brass lanterns) cigarette cases and card boxes.

TOILET AND FANEY aOODS.
1. Combs and hair [nm.

2. Purse and opera bags.

3. Artificial flowers.

DOLLS AND TOYS,
1. Dolls.

2. Playthings.

3. Other tojs.

PROVISIONS.
1. Tea, sake, soy, cake.

2. Canned vegetables, fish and fruits.

SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS.
1. Instruments, aj^paratus, specimens, models, for medical and otlier

sciences.

'2. Apparatus for physical training and sports.

MISCELLANEOUS.
1. Willow and bamboo baskets.

2. Ciold and silver foils.

3. Incense sticks.

HORTICULTURE.
1. Trees Pjr gardens and ])arks.

2. All sorts of (lowers.

.3, Seeds, bulbs and roots.

4. 'loro (stone lanterns) and other gardcr) >_tone.

0. Models for Kardenini?;.
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In order to make this institution most useful, various investigations

both scientilic and economic will be carried on. The a]jplication of

science is of absolute necessity to the ileveloi)ment of industry. The

Miiseimi is to encourage such work assisted by the most eminent experts

available. It will turnish all sorts of useful material calculated to benefit

the citizens.

Correspoudeuce.
Furthermore, as it is in close touch with manuflicturers and merchants,

the Information Department of the 'Museum will be able arid most willing

to aiiswer intjuires regarding ]:)roducts, merchants, and manufacturers of

Kyoto : also to open corresponderice with comrnercial bodies all over the

world, with a view to introducing local products and to inform of reason-

able ways and means of coming into close relationship with our business

men. Foreign Hrms are requested to send their catalogues. If lovers of

Kooto products ha\-e no convenient way of purchasing, it is advisable for

them to consult the Museum. If postal remittance is made, the Museum

will select goods, or give introduction to pro]jer merchaiits, or otherwise

give all necessary assistance free of charge. Any one failing to obtain

satisfactory results in business transactions with local merchants or manu-

facturers is advised to o[)en direct communication with the Museum.

I'.arclen of Kyoto Coinmerria! ;Uu-f-\i
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KIVOMIZU TEMl'LF.

'Ihc buikliiigs of Kiyomizu-dera depart from ihe usual btylc of Japanese ISudd-

hist architecture. ]t is not in temple from, but a reproduction of one wing of the

Emperor Kammu's palace at Nagaoka.

PHOENIX HALL OK HYOUO-IN A'l < II.

This temple' building is one of the oldest wooden structurcb in Japan. It

shows, though decayed to a great extent, the style of architecture used at about the

middle of the eleventh century, when the Kujiwara family was in power.
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PART 11.

INDUSTRIES OF KYOTO.

The Commercial and Industrial City.
Although Kyoto is generally known as a city of historical temples and

old palaces, the fact must not be overlooked tliat she is also a centre of

arts and alive with commerce and industries. Being fa\'orably situated as

a centre of distribution for the vast stretches of country to her north, equip-

ped with railroads and the canal, this is a thriving commercial city. There

are now about 125,000 men and women engaged in trade and commerce.

To-day there exist nearly 200 companies or corporations with an aggregate

capital of about 37 million yen.

Over 103,000 men and women are engaged in some kind of industry,

producing about 36,000,000 yen's worth of goods annually. Although the

family system still prevails, there are at present nearly 200 factories in

operation, about 70 of which use motive power ot one form or another,

employing a daily average of about 7,200 workmen.

TEXTILE FABRICS.

History of Textile Fabrics in Japan.
According to ancient records, the art of weaving in Japan was known

even in prehistoric ages. History states that the Kmperor Jimmu (660-684

B.C.) the founder of the imperial dynasty, introduced the art of weaving

ana that at the tiuie of the P^mperor Sujin (96-31 B.C.) varicur kinds

of fabrics were presented to the court in the form of tribute. The coming

of skilled weavers from China and Corea at the time of the Emperor Ojin

(291-310 A.D.) gave new iuii)etus to the textile industry which de\eloped

greatly under the reign of the Emperor Nintoku (313-399 AJ ).) when the

raising of silk worms was encouraged. In recognition of the good work

done by naturalized Chinese, family names were given to them by different

emperors, and the priviledge of monopoly in this industry through succes-

sive generaticjns. This system was finally abolished in tiie reign of the

emj^eror Kotoku (515-505) when a department of textiles was estaMislied

in the imijerial government. The industry made marked prog.ess during

the Nara period (657-781).
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History of the Industry in Kyoto.
It was in a tlurishing coiuiiliou when the capital was moved to Kyoto

in TiM. llo\vc\'er, when the political power was wrenched from the hands

of the Fujiwara family by the warriors, dishonor spread all over the country.

Robbers plajed havoc and no tribute reached the capital from the distant

parts of the country, where, as a consequence, the textile industry gradually

declined. Not onl)' in provinces but in the metropolis as well street fights

were of frecjuent occurrence. With other industries, brocade weaving was

stopped and not taken up for a time.

However, Ouchi Hiroyo, a wealthy feudal lord of Yamaguchi, in

order to satisfy his extravagant desire, encouraged the weaving of costly

fabrics, such as brocade. For this purpose he brought to his domain skilled

artisans from Kyoto and elsewhere. When Yoshihiro, his son, moved his

castle to Sakai, about eight miles south of Osaka, the centre of the weaving

industry moved with it. About 180 years after the removal of the feudal

seat, skilled weavers came to Sakai from China and introduced new methods

in the art of weaving.

Peace being restored to the country by Hideyoshi, the people returned

to their industries. On the ground that the water of Shirakumo village,

where weavers were huddles together, was not suitable for the industry,

Hideyoshi ordered the seat to be moved to Shinzaike village. Shortly

after the removed they again moved to Nishijin village where the greatest

number of weavers is now settled. Then a company of artisans were sent

to Sakai. liaving learned the improved method of weaving they returned

to their work in Kyoto, their new acquirement enabling them to device

new fabric. The industry flourished to sucli an extent that the importation

of costly Chinese fabrics perceptably decreased.

Nothing interrupted the growth until 1835 when it was decreed that

the people should refrain from the use of silken garments. This was a

blow, indeed, but it opened a new possibility, for they began to turn

out what is known as mixed fabrics in which a large quantity of cotton

was used. I'his branch of industry in Kyoto suffered much when tlie

present Emi^eror moved the seat of government to Tokyo at the begining

of the Meiji era. Not only were the weavers deserted by the court nobles,

their patroas, but the government subsidy was withdrawn.
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Introdiiction of Jacquard System.
Baron Makimura, the Governor of Kyoto, did his ntmost to r..ive

the indtistry from catastrophy. For this purpose, between 1860 and 1872,

he loaned fiom the pubh'c fund necessary sums of money, amounting to

62,000 yc//. Further nioic, he sent some students to France to study the

art of weaving and to buy new weaving machinery. Moreover, he estabhslicd

in 1872 what was known as Oridono, an experiment station, where the

materials were tested and a Jacquard's machine, brought from France, was

operated to demonstrate its superiority over the simple hand machine then

in common use. It took more than ten years to sec the merit of the

machine and secure an adoption of the the new method. It was not until

1880 that the Jac<iuard system was introduced into the work shops.

Growth of Satin.

Under tlic untiring efforts of the governor, material progress was made

in the te.vtile industry. In 1872 im[;orted cotton began to be used as the

woof. It impro\cd th.e appearance and lessened the cost of production.

Esjxcially after the iiitroduclion of the Jac(|uaid system, many kinds of

fabrics were invented. Hitherto satin had been e.\clusi\cly imported from

China, but an excellent fabric was now turned out in such (luantitics ;is not

only to check the importation from China, but even to supply China with

the Kyoto product.

Present Condition.
The Ruso -Japanese War was a blow to the industry at Xishijin ; but

the restoration of peace in 1005 and the business activity that followed

revived the le.stilc industry and pushed it to a high mark imtil it suffered

reaction toward the middle of 1007. It is now in fair condition as shown

by the figures given below. There arc now no less than seven hundred

kinds of fabi ic produced at Xishijin.

Amount of N'ishijin te.vtilc produced during the past four years.

Year Value.

190.3 16,078,719 yen.

lOOrt 19,.']65,470 „

1907 20,101.993 „

1908 22,422,607 „
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WEAVING AT NISHIJIN.

Although Kyoto is no longer the Imperial residciici-, the Nishijiii wc;»vcis

continue to enjoy the favor of the Court. Among their specialties arc lijjurcd jilks,

crapes, brocades, velvets, and tapestries.

BLEACHINO ON DRV HED Ol KAMO(-A\VA.

For dyeing and bleaching Kyoto has natural advantages. 'I'hc water,

especially that of Kamogawa, possesses bleaching and dyeing properties not to be

found else where in the country, so that whoever desires a robe of pure white or of

brilliant hue seeks it in Kyoto.
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VUZEN DVKINC.

Yuzon in a comprehensive term, including all the delicate silk fabrics on

whicli various designs are executed by a special process that has always been the ex-

clusive possession of Kyoto dyers. Velvet yuzen is chiefly used for decorative

purposes. Silk or crape yuzen is universally regarded in Japan as an excellent

material fur ladies' dresses.
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Tlie exquisite accomplishment in dyeing known as " yuzen," so widely

known in the world today, was invented by a Buddhist priest of Kyoto

bearing that name. Yuzen was already in vogue at the close of the 17th

century. Horikawa Shinzaburo started muslin yuzen, while Nishimura

Sozaemon began velvet yuzen, better known as cut velvet.

Among others these prominent men of Kyoto have contributed much

toward the development of the dyeing industry of Japan.

Present Condition.

Of hundreds of different kinds of dyeing, only a few will be mentioned

in the list given below. A glance at the table which was taken from the

latest annual report will show how important a position the yuzen dyeing

occupies compared with such as chugata, ordinary printing, or Kanoko, a

style of dyeing which consists in producting white spot on coloured ground.

It will also convey a rough idea of the present condition of the dyeing

industry of the city :

Kind of
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SMBROIDERY.
'rhe (.'iiibroiderer's craft lias been zealously followed in Japan ever

since tliree artis;ins hired from China in the regin of the Emperor Onin,

abont fifteen hundretl years ago, taught the dainty art. By the time Kyoto

became the centre of the craft, soon after tlie founding of the city, it attain-

ed great excellence. At one time a special bureau was established in the

central government to encourage this craft, lender the Tokugawa regime,

three distinct grades of embroiderers were found in the city of Kyoto, one

furnisliing articles for court nobles, another for the cit>' people at large and

the other tor country folk. 'I'he demand for these goods greatly decreased

after the abolition of the feudal system; and the craft suffered a marked

decline.

However, a small display of embroidered goods at the \'ienna Exhibi-

tion in 1874 and at the Philadelphia Exhibition three years later attracted

the attention of foreigners. Jai)3nese Embroidery found access to the for-

eign markets and met with approval there. This served to revi\e the

industry. To-day the art has reached a high grade of i>erfection ; and

Kyoto still remains the centre of the intricate craft characterized as needle-

painting which taxes the manual dexterity, the inexhaustible patience, and

the decorative instinct of her people.

There were produced during this last year about 250,000 pieces of

embroidery valued at about 400,000 ^'<f«. More than 80 per cent of this

was exported.

CORD, KNITTING AND LACE WORK.
The cord, thread and knitting industry of Kyoto is as old as the oldest

craft in the city. At the begining of the Takugawa era a guild was formed

ta regulate and oversee tlieir production. Its supervision produced good

effects on the industry. Toward the fall of the Tokugawa Shogunate, many

feudal lords assembled in the capital and the demand for these articles per-

c:eptibly increased. However, at the removal of the capital to Yedo, die

demand suddenly fell to one fifth. Consequently many have closed doors

and abandoned the business. However, dviring the last year, 237 houses

were engaged in this industry with 1,232 artisans, and ])roduced 2,108,703

ye/i's worth of goods, including gold and silver threads, strings for musical

instruments, and cord of all description.

Lace is yet in its infancy, with a good prospect before it. The [iro-

duction of knitted shawls, mainly for home consumption, amounted to nearly

\ii),(mvt:n last year.
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EMBROIDERERS AT wbRK.
The embroidery of liigh grade now produced in Kyoto can justly be compared

to fine painting. Many varieties of threads are used, and infinited patience involved.

Some of the pieces are often the work of two or three years. Ceremonial garments,
theatrical costumes, priests' robes, screens, panel pictures arc some of the articles

that one finds elegantly embroidered.
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KERAMICS.

History cf Keramics in Kyoto.
The history ui" Kyoto koramics is the history df individual artists

rather than of sj)cci.il iiumiluctures. Broadly six-aking, however, there are

lour varieties of waie, /("rf^vz-vrtX:/, Awaia-yaki, Jiijakufu-}i.iki\ and AV>v-

iiiiJ,u-yakt.

It is recorded that green tiles were baked in a kihi at Takagamine at

the tinw when the capital was removed to Kyoto. Kaithen ware was pro-

duced at Fukakusa some 725 years ago. About 25 years later a Buddhist

priest named Keisho taught the primitive art of pottery-making to tile

makers, who produced wares in great abundance. However, none of them

could be called real pottery. About 460 years ago, Otawa Kurazaemon

discovered an old kiln at Chawan/aka and removed it to Fukakusa. Fiis

work did not show any noticeable improvement. Haifa century later one

Motokichi of Shibu\a devoted himself to the improvement of the old method

used at Fukakusa. It was just about at this time that a naturalized Corean

acquired the art of making a certain kind of pottery which later found

lavor with Nobunaga and Hideyoshi This was the begining of the faience

known as Raku-yaki.

Raku-yaki is essentially a domestic faience of Japan, for, as its manu-

facture offers few difficulties, it is made by amateurs throughout the

country. The raku-yaki of Kyoto is tl.e parent of all the rest. The term

Raku did not come into use until the close of the 16th century when

Chojiro of Kyoto received from Hideyoshi a seal bearing the ideograph

raku with which he thenceforth marked his wares. Thirteen generations of

the same famil)' carried on the work, each using the same ideograph.

The faiance is thick and ckunsy, ha\'ing a soft, brittle and very light

paste. The staple type has a black gla/e showing little lustre, and in choice

vajrieties this is curioiisly speckled and pitted with red. There are also

found salmon, red. yellow, and white glazes. In some of the late specimens

gilding was added.

At the begining of the 17th century Sammonjiya of Seto, Owari pro-

vince, s^tled in Awataguchi and became the first manufacturer of Awara-

yaki. This ware is the best known among the keramic products of Kyoto.

However, it did not become famous until Nernura Seisuke, a potter of

remarkable ability, florished in the western cepital about the middle of the

17th century. Tie utili/.ed the new method of decorating with enamels over

the glaze, a method that came to Kyoto from Hizen. Some of the raort
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POTTERS AT WORK.

A marked impro\cmciit in the potter's, art was made in Japan after the

rekuro, or potter's wlwel, was introduced by a Buddhist priest named Giogi in 224 A.

D. The introduction of tea ceremonies about 4^0 years ago proved a great stimulus

to pottery making. Previous to the downfall of the feudal system in 187], workers

and designers in clay were ranked as artists and belonged to the official class.
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noted of the keramists of the Awata fartorie«; who followed Minsei were

Kcman, Ebisci, Dohachi, Kinkozan, Ilozan, Taizan and Bizan.

The origin of hcdktttayaki is somewhat abscnre, its early history being

confused with that of Awatayaki, frori which it does not materially differ.

In the term Kiyoniithuyaki may be included roughly all the faience of

Kyoto, the three varieties above mentioned being excepted. On the slopes

of Kiyomidzu-zaka and Gojo-zaka lived a number of keramists of this

variety. Blue and white porcelain is now made there in abundance.

Among some of the famoue names of this ware may be mentioned Ebisei,

Eisen, Rokubei, Shubci, Kentei and Eiraku. It should be noted that

Eisen was the first to manifacture porcelain as distinguished from faience, in

Kyoto. To Seifu Vohei is generally given the first place among the

modern potters of Kyoto. The industry owes much of its development to

the Kyoto Keramic Experimental Institute founded some twelve years ago.

To-day there are about 400 kilns at work, producing nearly one million

)r«\f worth of faience and porcelain of almost every description. About

two-thirds of that amount is exported.

LACQUER.
The art of lacquer was known to ancient Japan, a record showing its

existence early in the ord century, when the Empress Jingo conquered

Corea. When the Emperor Kammu removed the capital to Kyoto, a sur-

face decoration with either gold or bronze powder on a black ground was

most extensively used in all lacquers. This was called Nashiiji, as, when

finished, it resembled the colour of Japanese pears. At the beginning of

the f)th century inlaying of lacquer with mother of pearl was practiced by

Kyoto artists.

The lacquer industry developed rapidly with the rising luxury of the

court when the Fujiwara family had control of the government at Kyoto.

It is recorded that nobles had even their ox chariots ornamented with gold

lacquer. Ashikaga Yoshimitsu, at the end of the l-4th cent., had gold leaf

used in lacquer in decorating the Kinkaku, or the golden pavilion, at Kita-

yama. This was a marked step in advance for the art. Floral decorations

on plain surfaces characterized the lacquer work of Kyoto at the beginning

of the 15th century, but about the middle of that century a new departure

was made, greater varieties of decorations such as landscapes being used.

In addition to this they began raising the surface with lacquer, opening a

new poEsibitity to the industry. The closing years of the 17th cent, were
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MAKING FANS.

Folding fan5 are called o£-i or rf>isit. The round ^tiff fans are termed uchiwa.

Of various kinds, those made of paper with bamboo ribs are most common to-day.

Folding fans are much used as presents. It is considered an emblem of good will an^

happiness, the spreading ribs repre-;enting ever-widening prosperity.
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the period of greatest brilliancy for old Uici]uer. Specimens are to be found

in the old temples of iligushiyania. Some of them show wonderfid skill

and infinite patience. 'I'iie decoration of a single gold lacquer box was

often the work of years for masters. It was in the 18th century that a mode

of decOiation consisting of the use of small sijuares of gold foil in landscapes

was introduced with admirable uffect.

Present Condition.
Like other industries of Kyoto, the lacquer industry declined per-

ceptively with the remo\al of the capital to Tokyo. But since tlie opening

of trade with foreign countries and the revival of art industries in Japan

in general, it has begun to prosper. The best work is still to be found

among the productions of Kyoto artists. 0\er 900,000 pieces of lacquer

were made in Kj'Oto during the last year. 'I'heir total value is recorded to

be 591,935 .vif// of which 2\9,525 ycfi, represents tlie amount exported.

FANS.
The origin of fans in Japan is not definitely known. They were first

used at court and for religious ceremonies. ^I'here were times when

difierent kinds of fans were used to denote difference of rank, those used by

the common people, to wliom the privilege was finally given, differing

from those carried by the officials. It was customery for the court nobles

to carry fans decorated with designs aj^propriate for the month of the year

in whicli they were carried. It was at the close of the 12th century that a

priest of K}-oto made a folding fan and presented it to the Emperor Gotoba.

This seems to have been the beginning of the Kyoto folding fans. Kyoto

to-day is one of the chief seats of the fan industry. They are as yet all

made by hand, usually in private houses. According to the latest report,

more than seven millions were made during the year, their total value being

431,698_>r//. About twenty-five ])er cent, of these were exported.

The most ancient fans were made from small pieces of juniper wood.

Fans made of paper with bamboo ribs are most common to-day, although

those made of wood, silk and other materials are to be seen.

WORK IN M£TAL.
Metals in General.

From ancient times Japanese have shown wonderful ingenuity in the

use of the principal metals. The introduction of Buddhism must have given
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WORK IN METAL.
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a strong impetus to the development nfthis industry which played snrh an

important part in the construetion and decorations of temples. The high

degree of skill attained by ancient masters in metal is fully attested by the

images, vases, censers, and other articles of metal still preserved in the

famous temples of Kyoto and Nara.

Various processes known as casting, embossing, liammcring, engraving,

damascening, plating, enamelling, and coloring have long been practiced

by Kyoto metal workers. There are a number of silver and gold smiths in

the western capital, producing mainly Jewells and ornamentations. There

are a great number of artists in bronze. Almost every conceivable article

is made with this metal, from the tiniest artistic vase to the big temple bell,

that sends its sweet tolling for miles across the plain.

Copper is used to a great extent. More than twenty thousand yen's

worth of lampburners, sixty-three thousand yen's worth of smoking pipes,

over one-half million jr^'j worth of copper wire was produced during the

last vear. Artistic articles made of iron are turned out in abundance. The

exquisite workmanship of Kyoto damascene artists captivates every foreign

visitor who sees the little boxes, trays, cases, and other articles covered with

damascene.

Cloisonne.
Although it is claimed that the art of enamaling upon metal was

known and practiced in Japan in the Nara period (657-781), the enamels

then produced never showed any really artistic or decorative qualities.

When used in subsidiary parts of metal work, cloisonne enamel played a

pleasing role even three centuries prior to the abolition of the feudal system.

The art had been kept secret until Kaji Tsunekichi, of Nagoya, taught it

to the artisans of different provinces in about 1840. In 187ii Momonoi

Gisaburo organized a cloisonne company in the western capital, but it failed

shortly after. Many a man tried to produce this ware under a systematic

method, but without avail. It was the industry and preserverance of

Namikawa Yasuyuki of Kyoto that won him the name of the inventor of

transparent enamels and made him master of the art, to be now regarded as

the great representative of what is known as the Old or Kyoto school. It

may be said that there are three schools of enamellers in the country, the

other two being the Nonchromatic School and the Cloisonluss School.

The prominent characteristic of the decoration jieculiar to that which

Namikawa represent is that it depends upon elaborate technique rather thao
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brilliancy of color. The colors used are pure and harmonious, but gene-

rally subdued. We enevitably find a wealth of con\emional arabesque,

scroll, and draper, betraying endless patience.

The contribution that Dr. Wagnel made to cloisonne making in Japan

should never be forgotten. Jiis scientific inquiries and systematic experi-

ments while he was in Shamitsu-Kyoku, the experimental laboratory of

Kyoto, were valuable in many respects, especially in the preparation of the

enamels. The over production of inferior wares and tlie flooding of foreign

markets with them has brought about a marked decrease in the amount of

export. The entire production of cloisonne in Kyoto last year did not

amount to more than twenty thousand ><?//, which is but one-third of what

it used to be some six or seven years ago.

DOLLS AND TOYS.

In 1872 Kyoto toys first found their way abroad, Nearly 200,000

yen worth of toys is produoed in Kyoto annually for export, Toys for

home consumption are made in very small amounts, equalling one-tenth of

the entire amount produced in the country, which was 37,000 yen worth

last year.

Dolls are one of the characteristic productions of the western capital.

Some of the best dolls for tlie boys' and girls' festivals are still supplied by

Kyoto. Report shows that last year they were produced to the amount of

over 90,000^1?// worth. About one-tenth of the amount was purchased by

foreigners visiting the city.

MISCELLANEOUS PRODUCTS.
IVork in Hiuoki.

Little boxs, trays and the like made of this wood, artistically decorated

with inlay of different kinds of wood or pieces of different grains began to

be made in Kyoto at various homes some 18 years ago. Almost the entire

product find its way to different countries through Kobe merchants, amoun-

ting to over 20,000 ^r// worth in 1907.

Oshie zaiku.
1 his IS a work consisting of a picture made by pasting on a board

pieces of thick paper wrapped witii cloth of various colours. Of late screen

and panel pictures o{ oshiye zaiku arc scut abroad, yet their total \alue is

comparatively slight.
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Playing Cards.
Since the tax was levied on them, the iivodurt has diminished to about

one-eighth, 1,051,910 sets were produced in K^-oto last year, the total

value amounting to 170,100,1V7/.

Drawn Work.
This is mainly for export. Most of the work is done in homes, but

about a quarter of a million jr;/ worth is turned out annually.

Willow Basket Work.
Formerly many worked with iinported materials, but they are now

beginning to be supi:)lied with those produced at home. There is a great

prosi^ect for the industry. About 10,000 ;v// worth of these baskets is made

in Kyoto annually.

Gold and Silver Foil etc.

"With the introduction of Buddhism the demand for leaves and foils of

such metals as gold silver, brass and tin was created. Since then it has

increased to such an extent that machines are now used for manufacturing

brass and tin foils. Since the invention of a machine for making tin paper

in 1905, the field for its use has become much wider. Recent statistics

show the following figures for annual production.

Gold foil 1 99,200 ;w/.

Silver „ 48,880

Brass „ 34,000

Tin „ 334

White metal foil 798

Brass 2,520

Tmai 285,632

Tined Goods.
At the time of the Russo Japanese War a great amovmt of beef was

tinned in Kyoto. Now bamboo si:)rout3 and mushrooms are the main

articles canned, although fish, fruits and vegetables are also preserved.

Umbrellas.
What are termed in Japan foreign umbrealls were first manufactured

in Kyoto in 1809. About a quarter of a million ;r// worth was turned out

last year, a good percentage of it representing the production of silk umbre-

llas. The export for the year was about 30,000 jr/'^ worth.
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BAMBOO FOREST IN KYOTO.
Kyoto and vicinity are noted for the excellent quality of their bamboo. Beau-

tiful baskets are made of this material, and young bamboo sprouts are eaten as

vegetables, and preserved in tins.

*^-

OHAKAMK, H.OWia.-GIKLS.
It is interesting to watch the flower-girls in neat and gay kimono as, bearins;

baskets of bright colored flower* on tlicir heads, tliey come every morninK from the
f.iilskirts of the city to sell flowers though the streets of Kyoto.
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Needles.

The date of the first manufacture of needles in Kyoto is not known, but

they were well known as a special product of tlie capital in olden times.

Five years after the importation of the needle making machines in 1895,

wonderful progress was made in the industry, turning out needles as excel-

lent as those made by hand.

Paper.
Scores of varieties of Japanese paper for different purposes are produ-

ced in Kyoto. The higher g;ades of paper ha\e lately began to be ex-

ported. The total amount produced in the city during the last year was

about T2,000jr/'-' worth, about one-fuurth that of the previous year.

Copper -wire and Copper sheeting.

Kyoto has been famous for their production from olden times. Mar-

ked progress was made about twenty years ago. There is a strong demand

for them from China. The annual product in 1908 was nearly (j(»,0(X)

yen worth.

Bamboo Work.
Kyoto and the vicinity are noted for the superior quality of bamboo,

the best known being that of Snga, Yamashina and Kamo. Family utensils

and art objects have been made of bamboo in Kyoto from an early date.

Some articles found their way abroad soon after the Restoration, but it was

after the war against China in 1894 tliat the foreign demand began to

mcrease. About 20,000 ^r// worth of goods is manufactured every year

with a strong tendency to increase.

Artificial Flowers.
It has been customery in Japan from ancient times to use artificial

flowers at festivals and on ceremonial occasions, 'i'he Held for their use

was com])aratively limited, but when the making of them began to play an

important part in the ed\ication of girls at school, the demand for them as

household ornaments and decoration increased percepti\'ely. These changes

took place about fourteen years ago, and a noticeable development has been

made of late in the art. Mo:e than 13,000 ir/^ worth of artificial flowers

was exix)rted during last year, the principal market being America,
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HORTICULTURE.
Landscape gardening.
" The growth of the gardens the prosperity of Rakuyo, while their lack speaks

of her decline," observed a Chinese writer in speaking of the relation that the

art of gardening bore to Rakuyo, an ancient Chinese metropolies. "And

Rakuyo is the best barometer registering the state of affairs in the

country. Her rise means peace and happiness in the nation, while her fall

indicates the decline of the country ". The statement brings out the truth

that gardening is the product of peaceful and luxurious life.

History of Gardening.
At first, when the Chinese style of architecture was adopted in Japan

especially in palace buildings, the gardeas were quite independent of the

buildings. It was so when the Emperor Kammu constructed a garden called

Shizenen south of his palace in Kyoto. The traces of this fact can still be

seem in the garden, though it has suffered some changes. During the

Fujiwara period, a style of architecture called Shindenzukuri prevailed

among the upper class. It was at this time that gardens were laid out in

connection with buildings. Besides ponds, bridges and other ornaments,

small cottages called Tauridono were introduced into the gardens.

The influence of the Zen sect of Buddhism and of tea ceremony

began to tell on the gardens and buildings, especially in the .A.shikaga era.

It was from this time on that the garden was laid out in harmony with the

buildings. This was a decided step toward the perfection of the art. Much

credit is due the mastere such as the priest named Muso (1276-1351), and

Soami (1-435-1490) who laid out the garden of Ginkakuji, still in excellent

presenation, and Kobori Enshu (1579-1647) whose niasterly works are still

to be admired in Katsura no Rikyu, the detached palace at Katsura, Kodaiji,

Daitokuji, Y\iboan.

Kyoto ha<5 many gardens of note in good preservation. They show

the characteristic Superiority of Japanese landscape gardening in that each is

so laid out that the distant natural scenery appears a part of it, giving the

effect of unlimited expaasc. Though the actual size of a garden may be

but a 5mall fraction of an acre, it is so constructed as to appear to extend to

the distant hills.
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Garden Ornaments.
(icirden ornaments, such as stone or bronze lanterns, bridges and rocks,

can be used with good effect in gardens of foreign style. Some of our

foreign visitors have taken honic with them moss-covered stone lanterns and

liicturcsquc bridges to decorate gardens on strange soil.

GARDEN OF DAIGOJI.

This l)eautiful garden in the tei7iple ground was laid out by Knl)ori Knshu,

who left in Kyoto and visinity many masterpieces of landscape gardening having done

his work mostly in the first half of the seventeenth century.
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(1) xejcti^^e: fabrics.

(O,) Nialiijin xnaxiufckcturers.

G. ASAD.A. Kamidacbiuri-Jolukuji. Y'v^. silks.

T. DATE. Hurikawa-Teranouchi-Sanchome. Fig. silks.

}-I. FUKE. Kamidacliiviri-Horikawa. Satins.

F. FUKU[)A. Yoshiyaniachi-lchijo. Satins.

I". FUKUDA. Omi)'a-Kamida(;hiiiri. Satins.

K. FT'Kl'I. Kami'dachiuii-Omiya. Satins.

K. FUKl'XA(iA. Xakadachiuri-Matsuyacho. Satins and ribbon?

C. FX'^^'A. Karasumaru-.Xyanokoji. Serges and Hanncls.

H. H.\RAI).\. Imadcgawa-Horikawa. Fig. silks.

I. TIASHIDA. Kamidachiuri-Jofiikuji. Fig. silks.

R. HIGUCHt. Yokoomiyaniadii-Motohachikumi. Satins.

B. FIONJO. Inokuma-Imadegawa. Fig. and satins.

L't. HOSOI. .\buranokoji-Motoseiganji. Satins.

V. HOSOMI. Horikawa-Imadegawa. Satins.

D. FiO'lT-A. ( )miya-Teranouchi. Hakata-ori.

S. ICHII. Teranouchi-Horikasva. Satins.

U. IN'AD.\. rhiiiya-Kamidachiuri. Black-satins.

K.. IN'OUVF'.. Karnidachiuri-Shimmarhi. Fig. silk and satins.

S. IW'AI. Sasayacho-Omiya. Satins.

(',. nFSHlMA. Itsiits iji-Sonibon. Velvets.

1. KA.VO. Motoseiganji-Onii}a. Satins.

\. KA'i AOKA. Muromachi-Kamidachiuri. Sating.

K. K AW'AKA. Icliijo-Shichihoinniatsii. Satins.

K. K.\^\AML'RA. l( hijo-Shi( hihoniniat-.n. Satins.

K. KAW ANAI'>F>. I eranoiuJii-Jofukuji. I'ig. silks.

KAW \SH[M.\-()KIM()NOJ<J. Nishijin. ,Sc-e AD.)

S. KING. Mnnjnia<hi-'rcrani)ii( hi. l''ig. silks.

}{. KI'JAGAW A. llorikawa-Imadegawa. Fig. silks.
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li. K(_>KA\ Asm. Oniiuacdori Shiiiiudachiuu. 1 ljk;Ua-uri.

K. KOXI^O. Sasayacho-Rokkcmmachi. Silks.

KYOTO OKIMoN'oKW AISIIA. Yoshidamachi. (See AD.)

S. M.\'ISri. Nihliihovikawa-Ichijd. Satins.

S. MATSUO. Kainidai-liiuri-llurikawa.

II. N.XGASHtM \. Aburanokoji-Kaniidachiuri. Satins.

S. NAKACJ.ANNA. Alnuanokoji-lchijo. Satin.

K. N.\K.\MrRA. Shimoda( hiiiri-Jnt'ukuji. (iirdlc with wild cocoons.

S. \.\K.\XO. MotO-sciganji-Jotukuii. ^\()olcn fiibiics.

']'. NISHIMURA. Omiya-Tmadegawa. Fig. silk^.

U. MSrilMl'RA. Sasavacho-Omiya. (Sec AD.)

C. NrXOSHrrA. Omija-Imadegawa. Satin.

M. OD.\N"I. Kogawa-Teranouchi. Fig. silk ank umbrella patterns.

R. ODANl. Alturanokoji-lniadegawa. Fig. silks.

E. U(iA^\ A. Kamida(::hiuri-(;)miya. Fig. silk and satins.

Y. OGAWW. ( )nuya-Ttsutsuji. Fig. silks.

R. OHASHI. Kogawa-Tcranonchi. Silks.

S. OHASHI. Xishikinokoji-Karasumaru.

"NI. ONO. MotoseiAvanji-Rokkemmacbi. Hakata-ori.

K. S.\K.\I. Imakoji-Ommaedori. Onicsbi.

I. SASAKI. Sbichihomniacbi-Iniakoji. Hakata and other fabrics.

K. SF.NNO. Sasayacbo-Sembon. Satins.

T. SHIMAMOTO. Inokuma-Icbijo. Satins.

M. SHIMIDZU. Iniadegawa-Jofukuji. Fig. silks.

S. SUC7IO. Kamidachiuri-Horikawa. Satins.

S. T.\B.\T.\. Kitainokiuna-Imadegawa. Fig. silks.

T. ']AKAY.\XA(iL Shininiadii-Kaniida< biuri. Satins.

U. TOMITA. Ucranoiu hi-Omiya. Fig. >ilk and Umbrella patterns.

F. 10KII. Oniiya-ltsutsuji. Fig. silks.

H. ^^.^'^AXABE. Inokuma-Imadegawa. I'ig. silks.

K. YAMAD.\. Chiekoin-Teranouchi. Fig. silks.

fcldcr)



K. VAMADA. Chiekoin-Tcranouchi. Fig. silks.
(yonger)

K. YAMAGUCHT. Imadegawa-Omiya. Satins.

D. ARAKAWA. Motoseiganji-Omiya. Satins.

W. FUNAKOSHI. Sakaimachi-Sanjo. (See AD.)

G. HASHINAKA. Sanjo-Muromachi. Fig. silk, Habutac.

K. HAYASHI. Karasuinani-Rokkaku. Fig. silk (for sash\

T. HIGASHIMURA. Koromonotana-Shimodachiuri. I'jg. silk (for

sash).

B. ICHIDA. Sakaimachi-Oikc. Fig. silk (for sash).

H. rrO. Muromachi-Oikc. Shawl.

C. KANEDA. Horikawa-Kamidachiuri. Fig. silk (for sash).

I. KITAGAWA. Takoyakushi-Higashinotoin. Omeshi for dressing.

S. KURODA. Samegai-Takatsuji. Omeshi for dressing.

MATSUI KYOTO BRANCH. Higashinotoin-Oike. Fig. .,ilk (for sashj.

S. MIYAKE. Rokkaku-Higashinotoin. Fig. silk (for sash).

G, MIYAMOTO. Matsuwara-Karasumaru. Brocades (Fig. silk).

S. NAGANO. Takakura-Sanjo. Omeshi Obi.

FI. NAKAMURA. Higashinotoin-Rokkaku. Obi.

R. NAKAZAWA. (lojo-Iominokoji. Obi.

J. NISHIMURA. Sanjo-Muromachi. " Tsuzurc " Brocades.

K. NISHIMURA. Sanjo-Muromachi. Fig. Habutac, Brocades,

B. OKA. Kawaramachi-Takoyakushi. Omeshi.

H. SHIMIDZU. Muromachi-Nijo. Brocades.

K. SHIMOMURA. Omiya-Motoseiganji.

H. TATSUMURA. Karasumaru-Sanjo. (Sec AU.)

S. TSUJIKAW.\. Imadegawa-Chiekoin. Brocades (for sash).

R. UYP^D.\. Akedzumon-Matsuwara. Brocades, Fig. silk.

I^. WAKABAYASFII. .Muromachi-Sanjo. Omeshi.

N. YASHJRO. Muromachi-Nijo. Omeshi.

S. YASHIRO. Muromachi-Nijo. Brocades (for sash).
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V. ^(>S^IK.\^^ A. (iujo-Vaiwginulwnha. Brocades " lldkaU.'

J. VI ASA. Miiroiiiiuhi-Rokkakii. Brocades.

<<5' MamctcHirirriein dealer* < FinisHecl firom
Nct^CLha-ma, silK ci:*epe .

^'. (jO'rO. Karasumaru-Sanjo. lilac bcowring.

r. KA^'A/A^^'A. Karasumaru-Siinjo. .,

H. KMAMrKA. Kokkaku-SakainKichi. „

G. SHIBAI A. Sanjo-Sakainiachi. ,,

Z. VASUHARA. Muromachi-Ancgakoji. Blue and white.

ZEXSUKE VASUHARA. Karasumnni-Sanjo. Blue S.

d Ftyoto CHii?itnen FixiisHedL from Xctn^o
sfn.€L Gifvi silk cx^epe .

^^ IKKcjAKI. Shimmachi-Sanjo.

I.\A(iAKI & (io. Muroniachi-Ancgakoji. (See AD.)

(r. KITAOKA. Tominokoji-Nishiki.

G. MORIXO. Muromachi-Sanjo. Tango silk crape.

S. XISHIBORI. KarasuMaru-Shijo. Silk crape with gass yarn.

S. N'OB.ASHI. Ryogaemacni-Sanjo. Habutac, Onie.>hi, Gauze.

TAKATA & Go. Muromachi-Sanj<j. (See AD.)

I'. TOMIT.X. Muromachi-Sanjo. 'I'ango S. G.

V. TOMITA. Muromachi-Nishikinokoii, Voro-ori and Ta(sunanii-ori.

V. VAMAMOTO. Muromachi-Takoyakushi. (iardlc.

S. V.VSUDA. Teraniachi-Matsuwara. Pongee.

( e ITetctil Store.

DAIMARU GOFL'KU'J'EX (S. Shimomura). Matsuwara-Gokomachi.

D.MMARUIGHI (lOFUKUTEX (I. Kumagai). Shijo-Otabicho (See

AD.)

S. HATAXO. Omiya-Teramachi. Silk crape.

K. HOXDA. Shichijo-Horikawa. Brocades Obi.



INOUYE DAIMARU OOFUKUTEN (H. Inouye). Shimmachi-Gojo

Brocades Obi Silk crpae of Yuzen.

KEIHA SHOKWAI. Karasumaru-Shijo. Silk crape, cifibn, kashernere.

U. NISHIDA. Teramachi-Nijo. Purple colour Hakama (Sergej.

T. NI3HIGAKI. Sanjo-Horikawa. Silk crape of Yuzen, Orneshi.

SHIMOMURA GOMEIKWAISHA (Y. Higuchi). Karasumaru-Shijo

Silk crep^: Omeshi.

SDGO GOFUKUTEN (]. Sogo;. Shijo-Karasurnaru. Yuzen dyeing

and Brocades.

TAKASH1^IA^'A &: Co. Karasumaru-'l'akatsuji. fSee AD.)

f / Cotton I>e8,leK*.

H. FUJISE. Takakura-Rokkaku. Cotton Flannels.

FU J IWARA SHOSHA. Karasumaru-Gojo. Calico printing, linning.

I. HO.SOTSUJI. Sanjo-Higashinotoin. Zinning, Japanese Handker-

chief.

IBUKI CiOWFA KWALSHA. Karasamam- Avn.oVoi;. I.iriniri</ Yuzen

Calico.

K. INOUYE. Karasumaru-.Shijo. Linning.

U. INOUYE. Karasumaru-Gojo. Linning, calico printing.

J. IWA'IW. Kavvabata-Nijo. Japanese Handkerchief.

y. K.AKLMOTO. Puyacho-Shijo. Linning and calico printing.

Y. KOY.A.MA. Tominokoji-Nishiki. Linning, Yuzen calico.

Y. >L\TSUL Karasumaru-Sanjo. Calico printing.

K. NL\TSUZAK.\. Tominokoji-Gojo. Linning,

M. NAITO. Muromachi-Nishiki. Fabric-s of gass yarn.

Y. NAKA'IA. 'I akakura-Rokkaku.

Y, .SANNAFLANISHI. Kokkaku-Higashinotoin. Linning, calico print-

ing.

J. SHIRAL Gojo-Yanaginol»mba. Jajxinese Handkerchief.

K. '1 AKEH.\N.\. Akedzumon-Matsuwara. Linniug of -.ilk and cotton

mixed.

S. TAKEMURA. Takakura-Rokkaku. Linning and Calico P.

C. TSUJI. Suwanocho-Gojo. Cotton goods in all kinds.



M. VASl'I. Rokk.iku-'roininokoji. Kasuri (Minute PattenisY

VASl'MORI .S1I()'1M::\. Akod/umon-Matsuwaia. Linniu--, C. ])iinting-

and J. Handkerchief.

V. V(')K()VAMA. Kara^nmarii->[alsu\vara. Muslin ^'n/en.

( ^ SanshoK-wfti.

Association ot" Dealers in various Kinds ot" Fabrics special)' Kanto l'r(-iduc-

tion (Eastern locality tabrics).

K. BESSJIO. Shijo-Takakura. Pongee, Calico P.

15. IT' RAO. Higashinotoin-Ayanokoji. S. crape and Iiabutae.

K. liASEGAWA. Shijokobashi-Nishiiru.

J. rrO. Tomiuokoji-Sanjo. .Silk crape, and other fabrics.

Z. KANEMASA. Tominokoji-Rokkaku. Hakataori (for sash).

K. KAWASAKI. 'Muroniachi-.Shijo. Sash and uiv.ler cloth.

K. KITAMURA. Shijo-'lominokoji. Gardles.

I. KOBAYASHI Nishihorikawa-Demidzu. Omeshi and Ilakata.

S. KONISHI. Higashinotoin-Shijo. I'abric of gas yarn.

II. MAKING. Sanjo Inokunia. Plakata and Gauze sash.

I. MASAKf. Takakura-Oike. Habutae and Satin sash.

K. Ml'R.AT.A. Higashinotoin-Shijo. Calico jjrinting.

K. NAKAGAWA. Sakaimachi-Oike.

1. N.\KAMURA. Nishinotoin-Ayanokoji. Ciardles and I'ussah silk of

minute patterns.

M. NARUSFl Ciojo-Muromachi. Hakata (tor Japanese " Hakania.")

S. OK.^DA. Shijokobashi. Cotton crape.

C. OKAMURA. 'lakakura-Muroniaclii. Imitated cotton " 'rsu;^ure

"

gardle silk crape.

Y. SHIMIUZL'. Karasumaru-Bukkoji. i.inning, and Yuzen dyeing.

M. TAKAYAMA. Sanjo-Karasumaru. Omeshi.

S. TAKEX.\K.\. .Shijo-Takakura. Calico printing.

C. 'J'AKENTJUCHI. Horikawa-Bukkoji. \'u/.en dyed sash.

Y. YAMAKAWA. Rokkaku-Muromachi. Barasol patterns.
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H. YOMO. ISluromachi-Matsuwara. Omeshi.

T. YANO. 'lakeyamachi-Shimmaclii. Silk crape for gardles.

{¥%.) «j£tpa.nese oi:*igin£tl Costvixxie Dealei?.

I. ARAKI. Sanjo-KarasLimaru. Decoration of shinto shrine..

G. MIKAMI. Muromaclii-Oike. (See AD.)

(a,j Oyers.

S. FUKUI. Samegai-Takatsuji. Yuzen sash.

T. HIROGUCHI. Sanjo-Kamanza. Samples of various colours.

K. ICHIDA. Kogawa-Demidzu. Various dyeings.

S. ISHII. Shijo-Horikawa. Linning of cotton.

C. KAKUDANI. Shizenin-Sanjo. Minute patterns.

T. KAJIURA. Nishinotoin-'lakoyakushi. Black dyeing.

K. KANAMORI. Inokuma-Takatsuji. Cloth for water proof.

J. KATSURA. Nishinotoin-Takoyakushi. Black dyeing.

K. KIMURA. Shimmachi-Ayanokoji. Black dyeing on silk crape.

S. KIMURA. Higashinotoin-Rokkaku. Yuzen crape.

KYOSOME SEISEI GOSHI KWAISHA. Ichijo-Aburanokoji. Press

work patterns and satin dyeing.

T. MORI. Rokkaku-Nishinotoin. Scaret colour.

K. MORH. Bukkoji-Nishinotoin. Table cover (alive).

T. MORITA. Nishinotoin-Nijo.

M. NAGAl. Nishiki-Kogawa. Light coloured crape.

S. NAGAI, Aburanokoji-Shijo. Silk crape dyeing.

M. NUNO. Shimmachi-Nijo. Silk dyeing.

S. NISHIURA. Iwagami-Rokkaku. Ifabutae Yuzen.

U. OKAJIMA. Shimmachi-Nijo. Yu/.en.

Y. SAKANO. Inokuma-Rokkaku.

Y. SANO. Muromachi-liukk(^ji. Yuzen silk crape.

H. SHIM.A. Yanaginobamba-Sanjo.

'i\ SillMinZU. Sanjo-Senbon. Unning.
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SHI^rO^[UR.^ SOME-KOJO. Karasuimni-Kamiohojamnclii. Scarlet

dyeing.

V. TAKACI. Higashiliorikawa-'rakeyainaclu. Miiuile iwUlm-us.

K. TAKASHIMA, Karasimiani-Ebisugawa. Silk (.rape juzcn.

S. TANAKA. hvagami-Ayanokoji.

Y. TANAKA. Shijo-Yamatooji.

S. UMFvDA. Aburanokoji-Takeyamaclii. Minute patterns.

N. UMEHARA. Ainomachi-'i akeyamachi. (lanze (C^rey dyeing).

J. YAGI. Aburanokoji-Rokkaku. Hal)utae and S. crajje Yu/en.

T. YOSHIDA, Shijo-Aburanokoji. Calico i)rinting.

H. YOSHIMOTO. Butsuguyacho-Matsuwara.

S, YOSHIOKA. Aburanokoji-Rokkaku. Habutae Yuzen.

( b) Bi?olceK>s.

S. ATSUMf. Muromachi-Shijo. Yuzen and minute patterns.

SHISUKE ATSUMI. Muroniachi-Shijo. Yuzen and minute jatterns.

T. BABA. inokuma-Sanjo. Minute patterns.

J. HADA. Muromachi-Shijo. Yuzen silk crape.

K. ISHIJ. Muromachi-Oike, Yuzen silk cnipe.

T. ISHIZAKI. Shimmachi-Shijo.

K. ITO. Iwagami-Oike.

S. KAWAI. Shimmachi-Nishiki.

T. KAWASHIMA. Rokkaku-Muromachi. Dyeing ijicture.

T. KIYAMA. Higashinotoin-Nijo. Yuzen.

Y. MATSUMI. Ayanokoji-Muromachi. Long under cloth nf Ja. lad)-.

H. NAKANISHI. Shimmachi-Imadegawa. S. crape.

G. NAKAO. Higashinotoin-Nijo,

I. OKAO. Shinkamanza-Shijo. S. crape of Yuzen and Kanoko.

I). SAI'l'O. Kawaramachi-Shijo. S, crape Yuzen (light).

K. SHIONO. Aburanokoji-Shijo.

1". TAMAKI. Ayanokoji-Shimmachi. Ilabutae Yuzen.
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T. TOKUDA. Anegakoji-Karasumaiu. Shioze dyeing.

K, UNO. Karasuniaru-Shijo. Fukiisa.

S. USUI. Abuianokoji-Takoyakushi. Ilabutae PicLuie.

ANDO GOMEI KW'AISHA. Karasumani-Bukkoji. Silk crape Yuzcn

FUJIKAWA SHOTEN. ISIuiomachi-Sanjo. Uinning, and other various

colourings.

I. niROOKA. ^NIuromacei-Gojo. (See Ad.)

Y. ICHIDA. Higasliinotoin-Sanjo. S. Crape and Muslin Yuzen.

S. INOUYE. ]Muromachi-Tako\-akushi.

H. MATSUZAKA. Shimmachi-Matsuwara. (Sec Ad.)

DENBEI MIYAI. Aburanokoji-Shijo. S. Crape Yuzen.

D. MIYAI. Aburanokoji-Nishiki, Fukusa and other Yuzen.

J. MUR.'VTA. Shimmachi-Shijo. Ilabutae of Black dyeing.

NAITO GOMEI KWAISIIA. Matsuwara-IIigashinotoin. Yuzen.

C. NISHIKAWA. Karasumaru-Rokkaku. Silk crape for dressing.

J. NISHIMURA. vSanjo-Muromachi. Yuzen dyeing in variety.

Y. NOGUCHI. Aburanokoji-Shijo. Ilabutae and S. Crape Yuzen.

S. OKAMATSU. 'J'akoyakushi-Karasumaru. Kanoko dyeing.

S. OKAMO'J'O. Karasumaru-Gojo. Yuzen.

II. OTA. Gokomaclu-Oikc.

Z. SHIMAMURA. Akezunion-Matsuwara. (Sec Ad.)

U. TANIKAGA. Muromachi-Bukkoji. Yuzen.

K. TOMITA. Kara.sumaru-Nishiki. Yuzen.

T. TSUD.'V. Matsuwara-IIigashinotoin. Dyeing IIcd)Ul<ic.

K. TSUKAMO'rO. Karasuiuaru -Bukkoji. Ilabutae of Black dyeing.

('. UMEII.\I\.\. .\\anokoji-Aburanokoji. Yuzen.

M. YASUDA. Muroiiiachi-Rokkaku. Yu/en.

S. YOSHII. Karasumaru-Rokkaku.- (Sec Ad.)
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(O) Dealei:* in ICanokosHilsoi^i Dyeing ^oocla.

K. ARAKAWA. lakakura-Ciojo. Clardlcs nnd I'^ikusa.

S. KAWAMOTO. Higashinotoin-Rokkaku. Lady's under cloth.

S. NISllIO. Koromonotana-Sanjo. Crape for dressing.

S. UR-VTA. Shinkyogoku-Nishitcnjimmayc. Sash,

(3) E:iM[BROir»E:x^i£:s.

(a) Oe]:iex>£tl Emtoiroidex^ies.

FUJI & Co. Kavasumaru-Shijo, (Sec AD.)

Y. HAMAKAZE. leramachi-Takatsuji. KiuKJiio and screens.

Y. HASHIMOTO. Yanaginobaml)a-Oikc. Tablet, Khuono, wall hang-

ing.

S. IIDA. Karasumaru-Takatsuji. (Sec Ad.)

S. NISHIMURA. Sanjo-Karasumaru. (See Ad.)

M. SUGIMOTO. Sanjo-'J'ominokoji. Kimono, Tablet, Mandarine coat.

R. TANAKA. Karasumaru-Shi< hijo (See Ad.)

(l>) Ha,nyci-*i ( N^eclt clotli for J^pcLnese lsL€Ly

of Emtoroitiery, Keinolco, Yttzem dyeing j.

V. AIGA. Shijo-Higashinotoin.

M. ARAKAWA. Anegakoji-Karasuniaru,

0. HOSODA. Tominokoji-Oikc.

S. INOUYE. Karasuniaru-Ayanokoji.

'J\ lYAMA. Muromachi-Bukkoji.

T. IZUMI. Muromachi Manjuji.

K. KAMEI. Shijo Otabicho.

J. KAMIYA. Higashinotoin Shijo.

Y. KAWASHIMA. Muromachi Shijo.

S. KIYOTA. Shinkyogoku Nishiki.

S. MATSUI. Muromachi-Nishiki.

G. MITAMOTO. Matsuwara-Akedzn.

G, MURAKAMI. Karasuniaru-Ebisugawa.

K. OHASHI, Takoyakushi-Tominokoji,
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OKABE GOMEI KWAISHA. Bukkoji-Karasumaru.

B. OKUMURA. Nijo-Shimmachi.

S. TAKAI. Shinkyogoku Shijo.

U. TANAKA. Gojo-Akedzu.

T. UMEGARI. Ryogaimachi Oike.

K, URATA. Shinkyogoku Shijo.

Y. AOKI. Omiya-Demidzu. Baides for Ilaori.

K. DAINICHI. Aburanokoji-Shimochojamachi. Threads.

K. ENDO. ?^Iatsmvara-Takakure. Braids for Haori.

H. FUJII. Chiekoin-Nakasuji. Threads of Spun silk Yarn.

R. FUJIWARA. Nakadacliiuri Omiya. Cotton Yarn.

S. FUJIWARA. Ichijo-Chiekoin. Cotton Yarn.

K. IIABUCIII. Koromonotana Sanjo. Braids for Haori.

M. HIRAO. Motoseiganji-Horikawa. Tussah silk, embroidery silk.

T. ICHIKAWA. Omiya-Demidzu. Braids for packing.

K. INABA. .^buranokoji Ichijo. Braids for Haori.

S. IRIYAMA. Fuyacho-Gojo. Fishing string,

U. ISHIDA. Aburanokoji-Demidzu. Decorati\e Braids.

T. IWAT.A.. Gojo-Ainomachi. Braids for Haori.

G. K.VrAYAMA, Gojo Yanaginobamba. Belt of wrestlers.

II. KAWASAKI. Shijo-Kobashi. Braids for Haori and tasseli:.

S. KOJIMA. Shijo -Yanaginobamba. Tlireads for ]:)acking.

II. MATSUZAKA. Gojo-Higashinotoin. Silk stocking.

MINSHIDOMEKWAI. (Association of Musical String). Kamanza-

Sawaragicho. Musical string for Japanese original and Angling.

T. MIDZUSHIM.A. Higurashi Shimodachiuri. Braids for Haori.

T. MUR.\KA\n. Ichljo Scnbon. Silk ya'n and art i lie ial silk.

MURASE SHOTEN. Yoshiyamachi. Braids for Packing.

M. NISHIDA. (Jojo Karasumaru. Braids for I laori.
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S. O^IVGAMT. Knmanza-Sanjo. Embroidery and sewing Threads.

r. OZKKl. Oniiya l)emid/.u. IJraids ibr 1 laoii and Threads.

1. SADA. Irhijo Oniiya. Sewing Threads.

T. SAITO. Karasuinaru Cojo. l^raids Ibr 1 laori.

Y. S.'Vl'l'O. ()nii\a 'I eranouclii. lira ids Ibr hanatj (for Japanese wooden

crog.)

^I. S.WVAMURA. Malsuwara Karasumaru. Cotton yorn for sewing.

I. SHIROKI. Yanaginobamba-Shijo. Cotton yorn for sewing,

k. TANAK.'V. Karasumarii Matsiuvara. INIusisal string.

TEIKOKU SEISHI KABUSHIKL KW'AISHA. l>urnkawacho Sanjo

(Tiie Thread Mang. Co.) Thread for sewing.

S. TERAMURA. Kawaraniachi Sliijo. 'I'hreads for machine, packing

and sewing.

B. \\'A1)A. SanJo Sakaimachi. Braids for Ilaori.

J. YAMADA. Kuromon-Nakadachiuri. Braids for Ilaori.

S. YAMAMOTO. Gokomachi Bukkoji. Braids for Ilaori.

TT. YAMAMOTO. SawaragichoTnokuma. Braids for Haori.

C. YAMASHITA. Ayanokoji-Higashinotoin. Eukusa tassels.

(5) I»OTTER'V AND PORCEZr^AIN^.

K. ASAI. Matsuwara-Kiyomidzu. Bottles, cups, tea sets.

S. FUKUDA. Gojozaka. Spinning instruments.

R. HIROOKA. Gojo/caka. Flower vases, bowel, coffee sets.

D. IRlE. Gojozaka. Chemical instruments.

T. ITO. Sanjo Shirakawabashi. (See Ad.)

S, JIMURA. Gojozaka. Flower vases, pitcher, Bowel.

TI. KAKIMOTf). Imakumanocho. Tiles.

S. KAWAMURA. .Sanjoshirakawabashi. Tablets, bowels, tea sets.

E. KIMURA. Kenninjimachi-Gojo.

S. KINKOZAN. Awata. (See AD.)

M. KONDO. Gojozaka. Koro, flower vases.

N. KOYAMA. Sanjo-Shirakawabashi. Cake bowels, cu]i, liandles.



A. KOZAN. Gojozaka. ('hemical Instruments.

KYOTO TOJIKI KWAISIIA. Sanjoshirakawabashi. (See Ad.)

B. MATANO. Sanjo -.Awata. Flower vases

C. MIURA. Gojozaka. Flower vases, Koros etc.

K. MURAGISHI. Gojozaka. Toys.

S. N.\KAGA\VA. Gojozaka. Tea sets, ornaments.

B. OGAWA, Gojozaka. Bowels, plates etc.

H. OGAWA. Sanjoshirykawabashi. Hot water cups, tea sets.

S. OKUMURA. Gojozaka. Flower voses.

S. SAKAMI. Gojozaka. Blozier, tea sets.

T. SAKAMURA. Matsuwara-Yamatooji. Flower Vc^ses etc.

Y. SEIFU. Gojozaka. Flower vases, Koro.

T. SHIBATA. Umamachi. Tea sets, cup, bottle.

R. SHIMIDZU. Gojozaka. Flower vase, tea sets, koro.

SHOFU TOKI GOSHI KWAISHA. Homraachi-Ninohashi. (See Ad.)

D. TAKAHASHI. Gojozaka. Flower vase bowl.

K. TAKAHASHI. Kenninji Crojo. Koro, flower vase.

U. TAMURA. Umamachi. Plate, bowel.

K. UNO, Gojozaka. Ornaments flower vase.

N. UNO. Gojobashi-Higashi. Flower vase,

J. YOKOI. Sanjo Shi rakawabashi. Flower vase cake bowl.

K. YOSHIOK.'\. Daibutsu-Kitamonzcn. Flower vase tea sets.

T. YOSHIOKA. Teramachi-Gojo. Flower vase.

(6) i:.acque:r mstatie.

G. ARAKA^V.^. Shirakawa-Sanjo. Trays.

W. INAC;AKI. Teramachi-Sanjo. (See Ad.)

G. IWAMURA. Takakura-Oshikoji. Tea bowl, cake box, Tiay,

U. K.VKEN'O. Takatsuji-'i'akakura. Cases.

G. K.'VWAKAMI. Takatsuji-Yanaginobamba. Shclfs, boxes.

Y. KAWASIHMA. Ryogaemachi-Manitamarhi. Box and Case.

II. KIMURA. Sawaragicho-Horikawa. Box.
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S. KlIRODA . Oshikoji-Tominokoji. Sets for tea ceremony.

•J. MIK.AMI. 'I'iikatsuji-Yanaj^inobamba. Shelf, rase, box, inscnse box.

K. MIKAMF. 'rakalsuji-\'anaginobami)a. Same.

T. NISHIDA. Kawaianiachi Sliijo. Box and bowel.

I^I. NISHllv\^VA. Hij^vashinotoin-Anegakoji. Frame.

IT. NISHIMURA. 'I'oramachi-Ayanokoji. (See Ad.)

H. OKAMOTO. Teramachi-Takatsuji. Tea bowl (Natsume.)

Y. OKAMURA. Ebisiigawa-YVinomachi. Tray, bowl.

G. OK.'VNO. Shimoteramaclii-Gojo. Dress hanging.

T. ONISIU. Sanjo Ohashi. Tray, bowl.

G. OTOMO. Takatsuji-Takakura. Stick stand.

S. TAKANO. Karasumaru-Sanjo. Box.

T. TANAKA. Ommaedori-Imadegawa. (See Ad.)

Y. TANAKA. Shijo-Yanaginobamba. Brazier, Bowl.

Y. TOJIiMA. Ilorikawa-Sawaragicho. Box and Bowl with Gold Lac.

K. TSUCHIYAM.V. Karasumaru-Takcyamachi. (See Ad.)

T. TSUTSUMI. Higashinotoin-'Matsmvara. Tray, Bowl.

R. YATsIAMOTO. Muromachi-Imadegawa. Gold Lac.

K. YAMASHITA. Gokomachi-Matsuwara. Tray and Bowl.

(8) XOIIi^EIXS A1*D FAlSrCY GOODS.
K. FUJIL Shinkyogoku. Ribbons.

INI. FUJIMOTO. Shijo-Yanaginobamba. White powders.

K. FUJIWARA. Rokkaku-Takakura. Purfume oil.

M. FUKUOKA. Oike-Muromachi. Purfume oil.

T. FURUTA. Teramachi-Shijo. Soap.

G. HIRAI. Nijo-Takakura. Soap.

G. IMANISHI. Gojo Yanaginobamba. Ribbons and other hair orna-

ments.

S. I.M.'VNISIII. Shijo-Teramachi. Hair o naments.

S. IMOSE. Shijo-Kavvaramachi. vSoap and cssense.

T. ISIIIKAAVA. Kamidachiuri-Omiya. Washing powder.
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S. nVANAGA. Shijo Kobashi. Tabacco bag.

G. KIMURA. Matsmvara-Takakura. Oils for hair dressing.

I. KITAMURA. Iwagami-Takoyakushi. Peifumc oil.

Y. KUWANA. Matsuwara-Tominokoji. Oils for hair dressing.

H. MATSUMOTO. Shijo-Kawaramachi. Combs.

K. MIKAMI. Renninjimachi-.Shijo. Combs.

T. MIK.VMI. Jakatsuji-Sakaimachi. Perfume oil.

S. X.\G.\OK.\. Teramachi-]slatsu\va''a. AMiite powder.

T. NAKAGAWA. Matsuwara-Nishinotoin. Perfume oil.

Y. N'AKAMUR.V. Fuyacho-Shijo. White powder and perfume oil.

S. NISHIDA. Gokomachi-Sanjo. Rouge.

R. OKANO. 'Jeramachi-Nijo. Smoking pipe and bags.

S. SASAKAAVA. Fuyacho-Shijo. Purse.

M. SHIMIDZU. Tominokoji-Takatsuji. Essensc.

S. TAKAH.A.SHI. Teramachi-Matsuwara. Bags.

M. I'ANEDA. Gojo-Yanaginobamba. Ribbons.

K. T.A.NIK.\A\'.V. Gojo-Higashinotoin. Needles.

R. UYENO. Gojo-Yanaginobamba. Combs.

II. YAGI. Sanjo-Shimmachi. Perfume oil.

Y. YUAS.V. Matsuwara-'J'ominokoji. Combs.

9 Dor^us Aviiy toys
K. HASHIMOTO. Shijo Ciokomachi. l^oUs for March ceremony.

E. HIRAY.\M.\. Shimabara-Deguchi. Toys for export.

Y. ITOGF. Teramachi-Xijo. Dolls for artificial flowers.

K. K015AY,\SHI. Shimmichi-Donguri. Toys for export.

M. MOCHIDZUKI. Nishinotoin-Uonotana. Toys for export.

S. MORI. Tominokoji- Shijo. Dolls for May ceremony.

S. NAKAYAMA. Dotcmachi-Shomen. Dolls.

NAMIKAWA DOLI.S SHOP. Shijo Otabicho. Dolls.

H, OKI. ShijoSakacmachi. Dolls.

K. SHIMIDZU. Tominokiji Shijo. Toys for export.
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S. TAKAC'tI. Tor.imaclii-Nijo. Toys for cxpo.t and domestic.

(;. '|\^U'KA. rcrcmarhi Nijo. Dolls.

For ex]poi?t.

\. IIAMAK.AZi';. Tcrcimachi-'J'iikatsuii. llmproidered.

K. MIR.ANO. i'ominokoji-Gojo.

K. ISHIDZU.MI. N'amginobamba-Bukkoji.

T. KITAMURA. I'ciamaclii Gojo. i^Sec Ad.)

H. KOBAYASHI. Sakaimachi-Matsuwara. (See Ad.)

GOMEIKWAISHA KYORn^SUGUMI. Ainomachi-Gujo. (See Ad.

U. MURAKAMI. Kagiyamachi-Karasumaiu. (Sec Ad.)

B. SAKA'i'A. Gojo Sakaimachi. (Sec Ad.)

Y. TAKA(rI. Ainomachi (^ojo. (See Ad.)

G. TAKEHISA. Sanjo-Kobashi.

K. UYED.'V. Bukkoji Muiomachi. iSce Ad.»

FoK> clomestic iise.

C. AIBA. Yanaginobamba Rokkaku. Silk and paper.

F. FUJITA. Rokkaku Toniinokoji. Paper for Oiemonv.

Y. HICHIRI. Higashinotoin Ayanokoji. Paper for Ceremony.

MIEIDO JIAMI. 'Jcramachi-Gojo.

I. NAKAJIMA. 'l'ominokoji->ratsu\vara. Silk and paper.

K. NAMBU. Matsuwara Sakaimachi. Paper.

S. OHASHI. Teramachi-Takatsuji. Silk and paper.

T. 001. Teramachi-Takatsuji.

R. TAKAHASHI. Teramachi-Gojo.

T. TAKUDA. Gojo-Higashinotoin.

J. YAMANAKA. KarasuniaruGojo. Dancing fan.

K. YAMAOKA. Gojo-Shimmachi. Ceremonial use.
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(111 THETAU IWARE.

S. AMENOMIVA. lakatsuji-Sakaimachi. Tea pot, Flower vases.

G. FUTAMATA. Rokkaku-Fuyacho. Tea pot.

K. HARUI. Shijo-Yaiiaginobaraba. Hinge and hat peg.

Y. HIRAl. Manjuji-Takakura. Flower vase.

K. HIRANO. Teramachi-Anegakoji. Bronze waie in art.

M. IIDA. HirornichiMatsuwara. Flower vase Cigarette case.

\V. IMAl. Manjuji-Takakura. Fern dishes.

K. IXOUYE. Awatamonzen-Sanjo. Flower vase.

N. no. MatsawaraMuromachi.

E. JOMl. rciamachi-Shijo. Flower vase.

G. KANAYA. Oshikoji-Tominokoji. Flower vase.

1. KANAZAWA. Ebisugawa-Higashinotoin. Sake bottles.

C. KOYAMA. Shijo-Higashinotoin. Scissor.

K. KUKODA. Teramachi-Shijo. Flower vase, Koro.

U. MITANI. Matsuwara Toininokoji. Lamp burner.

Y. MIZOGUCHI. Tominokoji Shijo. Flower vase teapot.

MURAKAMI GOMEI KWAISHA. Tominokoji-Gojo.

J. MURATA. Higashinotoin Matsuwara. Pin and screw.

S. N'AGAMATSU. Teramachi-Nishiki. Metal wares for export.

J. NAGASAKA. Manjuji Takakura. Ornaments.

'1
. XAKAXO. Higashinotoin-Matsuwara. Hikite (Catch.)

M. NISHIMOTO. I'eramachi Matsuwara. Ornaments.

T. .\TSHIY.\.\IA. (iokomachi-Nijo. Pots, Flower vases.

.V. \OGA\V.'\. .Shijo Otabicho. Flower vase, ornament.

J. OH.A.SHI. lakatsuji-Fuyacho. Hikite (Caich.)

Y. OKUBO. Fuyacho Ebisugawa. ITower vase and card tray.

C. OKUMURA. Ayunukoji Takakura. Pot.

Y. OKUMURA. Shijo Takakura. Jirazier, Flower vase.

I. I-ARAGI. Sanjo Shimmachi. Tea i^ots. Flower vase.
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K. TAKARrRA. Maniiiji Wnna.CTinobamba.

U. TERAZAWA. Maninji \ aiiaginobumlia. Ornaments & koro.

V. TSUTSUMl. leramachi-liiikkoji. Tea Pot.

'1". U-MEDA. Gokoniachi Gojo. Flower vase.

M. WADA. TakatSLiji-Fuyacho. lea Pot.

R. \ AMA.MOTO. Shimonzen-Koppori. Flower vase.

N. YAMAMOTO. Takcitsuji-Yanaginobaniba. Flower \ase and tea pot.

O- VAMA\AR.\. Teramachi-Nijo. Flower va.se, tea sets.

C. VOSHIDA. Matsuwara-Sakaimachi.

YOSHIKAWA GOSHI KWAISHA. Karasuraani Gojo.

T. YU.A.SA. Fuyacho Ebisugawa. Flower vase tea pot.

( b > Cloisonine.

S. INABA. Sanjo-.S!:iirakawaba3hi. Flower vase, box.

E. KATAOKA. Sanjo-Ohashihigashi. Flower, koro, netsuke.

Y. NAMIKAWA. Sanjo-Shirakawa. (See Ad.\

T. SANO. Sanjo-Shirakawa. Flower vase, Koro, ash tray, sruall box.

(c^ Da>ma,scene.

O. KOMAI. Furumonzen-Nawate. (See Ad.i

Y. KOMAI. Shimmonjen-Koppori. (See .A.d.i

K. TAKAHARA. Sanjo-Ohashi-Higashi Gochorne. Ash tray, Pin,

Tobacco box an'.. Cloisonne.

12
, sodocm: PRovTsxoiesis

< at Tea,.

K. AKIYAMA. ^anjo Shimmachi.

R. ASHIDA. Shirnmachi Oo;o.

S. I'.ANXO. Kamijuzuyamachi Higashinotoin.

S. FUJIKAWA. Oojo-Muromachi.

S. HASHIMOTO. Aburanokoji-Ommaedorj.

Y. HAbHiMOlO. i-jkokumachi-Gojo.
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S. IKEDA. Terarnachi-Matsuwara.

O. KANO. Xishihorikawa-Demidzu.

Y. KAWASE. Sbimodachiuri-Horikawa.

H. MINOBE. Yanaginobamba Ayanokoji.

K. MIYATA. Shijo Yamatooji.

S. TANAKA. Nakadachiuri-Sembon.

T. WA'IANABE. Teramacbi-Nijo.

( b ) Sa.l«:e

T. AKIYAMA. Furumonzen-Nawate.

K. HORINO. Sakaimacbi-Nijo.

O. INOUYE. Kamichojamachi-Sembou.

K. IWAI. Kawaramachi-Nijo.

M. KAWAMOTO. Bukkoji-Aburanokoji.

S. KIMURA. Kawaramachi-Sbijo.

Y. KUDAMOTO. Shimmiyagawacbo Gojo.

O. MATSUI. Kawaramachi-Takeyamachi.

J. MATSUMOTO. Hommacbi-Sbichijo.

Q. MIYASHITA. Kogawa-Nakadachiuri.

C. MORIqUCHI. Hommacbi-Gojo.

CHOHICHI MORIGUCHI. Yanaginobamba Takoyakushi.

M. XAKAMURA. Sasayacho-Gojo.

Y. OHASHI. Fuyacho-Gojo.

K. OSHIMA. Tominokoji Bukkoji.

K. OTA. Shimoderamacbi-Mannenji.

S, OY.\GI. Iwagami-Sanjo.

S. SEGAWA.

R. TAKATA. Gokomachi-Shijo.

M. T/^KEGA^V.\. Kuromon-Shimodachiuri.

r. 'lARENOUCm. Shinimacbi-Hanayacho.

Y. W.\T.'\X.\.BE. Sbimodacbiuri-Yoshiyamachi.

Z. YASUDA. Kurotnon Icbijo.
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(O) Soy.

"M. ENOKl. Tkkammachi Matsuwara.

G. IGl'C'lll. I'akoyakushi-Kawaranuchi.

Y. ISIIIXC) Ahuranokoji vShijo.

T. KASAT. Teramarhi-Imadegawa.

]>. MOKll \. Kuraniaguchi-Teramac hi.

G. ODA. Teramachi-Imadegawa.

H. OKUMUKA. Abuianokoji-Sanjo.

K. OKUDA. Omiya-Teranouchi.

R. OKUDA. Sanjoohashi-Higashiiiichomc.

T. OYAGI. Atarashimachi Nishiki.

G. SAITO. Shimmachi^ooJ^^-

"M. SASAKI. Motoseiganji-Horikawa.

G. SAWAI. Demachi-Masugataagaru.

K. SUGIMOTO. Hommachi-oojo.

K. TANAKA. Shichijo-Aburanokoji.

Y. WATANABE. Senbon-Itsutsuji.

K. YA]SIANAKA. Sliimodachiuri-Chiekoin.

Branch of G. Yasumoto. Marutamachi-l'cramachi.

'J'. YASUMOTO. Ainomachi-Oshikoji.

T. YOSHIKAWA. Sanjo-Omiya.

S. IMAI. Takoyakushi-Sakaimachi. Ceremonial Cake.

M. IMANISHI. Ayanokoji-Tominokoji. Drops, bon-bon.

H. INOUY'E. Akcd/Ainion Gojo. Rakugan (Bean (ake.)

S. ITO. Anegakoji-Shimmachi. Cakes for Ceremony.

M. KAKUDA. Yebisugama-Yanaginobamba Goshikimame.

S. KITAMURA- lligashinotoin Bukkoji. Bean cake.

M. KATO. Kawaramachi-Yebisvigawa. Ame (AVheat grnten.)

T. NISHIO. Shogoin. (See Ad.)

T. OGA^VA. Teramachi-Nijo.
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H. OTSUKA. Nishikinokoji-Shijo.

S. SAWADA. Gojo-Fuyacho. Hishiarare.

S. SHIRAHASE. Teramachi Nijo. Refined cake.

H. TAKAHAMA. Higashinotoin-Takoyakushi. Ceremonial cake.

O. TAKAHOSHI. Kawabata Nijo. Wheat guten.

H. TANAKA. Shijo-Sakaimachi. Bon-bon.

Y. UYEMURA. Marutamachi-Karasumaru. Ceremonial cake.

J. YAMAMOTO. Yamatooji-Shijo. Senbei.

C. YOKOYAMA. Shijo-Karasumaru. Miscellaneous cake.

K. YOSHIDA. Anegakoji-Higashinotoin.

(ej OtKei? foods.

Y. FUKUMI. Umegakoji-Higasbinotoin. (See Ad.)

U. HAMAGUCHI. Shinkyogoku-Rokkaku. Conned provisions.

M. INOKUCHI. Xishiki-Tominokoji. Conned provisions.

S. TAKENAK.A.. Yamatooji-Shimbashi. Conned provisions.

ri3) SCIEl'ITIF'IC AI»F»AI*iI.TUS.

T. DOS.\KA. leramachi-Shijo. (Medical instument.)

Y. HIRASE. Karasumaru-Hamagurigomon. (See Ad.)

J. MOMOKI. Nijo-Karasumaru. (Thermometre.)

G. SHIMADZU. Kiyamachi-Nijo. (See Ad.)

U. YAMAMOTO. Teramachi -Oike. ^Athletec Sports.)

T. YANAGIMOTO. Kiyaniachi-Shijo. (Chemical glass ware.)

(i<k) f»h:oxograf*her and
I»MOTOGIlAF»MIC iLF»I»ARAXUS.

T. HAMA. Takoyakushi Shinkyogoku. (See Ad.)

E. HASEGAW.A. Gion-Yasaka.

T. HI(;ASHI. Shinkyogoku-Rokkaku.

M. HORI. I'eramachi-Bukkoji. (See Ad.)

a. IMAMINE. Marutamachi Kawabata.



Y. INOUVl-:. Shijo Takakura.

F. ITO. Teraniuchi-Sanjo. (See Ad.i

KITO-SHOKWAI. Matsuwaia Vanaginobamba. (See Ad.)

T. KOBAYASHI. 'reiamaclii-Takeyamachi. (See Ad.)

M. KODP^RA. l^nimaedori-Iniakoji.

M. KOIZUMI. Kawaramachi-Sanjo. (^See Ad.'i

S. NAKAI. r. iomnia chi. (See Ad.)

S. NAKANISHl. reiamachi-Shijo.

R. NARUI. Giominachi. (See Ad.)

K. TAKAYA. Teiamachi-Matsuwara.

K. TANAKA. Shijo Otabicho.

§. TSUJH. Shimmachi Hanayacho.

T. YAMASHITA. Teramachi-Bukkoji.

BRANCH OF ASANUMA & Co. (See Ad.)

S. YOSHIDA. Teramachi-Oike. (See Ad.)

( 15 I ROSiLRY.

S. I MAI. Nakajiidzuyamachi-Karasumaru.

H. KAMEI. Higashinotoin-Gojo.

S. KATAYAMA. Samegai-Hanayacho,

Y. KITAGAWA. Shimojudzuyamachi-Karasumaru.

K. KITAMURA. Karasumaru Gojo.

R, NAITO. Shimojudzuyamachi Karasumaru.

I. NAKANO. Teramachi-Matsuwara.

T. SHIBATA. Ommaedori-.A.buranokoji.

S. SHIMADA. Gojo lorn inokoji.

S. TERASHIMA. Nakajudzuyamachi Karasumaru.

M. TSUDA. Gojo-Yanaginobamba.

S. YAZAKI. Hanayacho-Aburanokoji.
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ri6) l^ISCEr-JLNEOUS.

rrextile Insti*ument.

S. IZAW'A. Kitainokumamacho.

M. KITAORt. ItsLitsuji-Jofukuji.

JDecoK>ctted swc(.k>cI a.nd tooifirs etc
R. KA'l'O. Bukkoji-'rominokoji. (See Ad.)

HITKetstone.

H. KATO. Kawaramachi-Ebisugawa.

J. KURODA. Fuyacho-Matsuwara.

mosquito nets, Froas slllc eto.

E. FUKUDA. Xishiki-Karabumaru.

J.
NISHIKAWA, Teianiachi-Matsuwara. (See Ad.)

T. 'I'AKAHASHI. Higashinotoiu-Sanjo.

Wood ca,«»^wing.

1\ NOZAKI. Dotemachi-Shomen.

G. WADA. Horikavva-Manjuji.

Feathers.

Y.SUZUKI. 'I'oiyaimclii Shonieu. (See Ad.)

Electric -wire.

'ISUDA (;(JMi:i KWAISIIA. 'Joiyamachi-Shomen. (See Ad.)

Wood cvit i^ictiire etc.

"UNSODO," X. N'AMADA. 'IVramadii Xijo. (See Ad.)

iH. AtHletic Sports.

U. V.WIWIOI O. Icraiiiarhi-Oike.



«Joint.ei*.

r. kl rAML'RA. Sanjo Awata. Flower vasestand.

II. MIVAZAK.I. \\.'l)isuga\va Sakaemaclii. All cabinets.

11. MURARAMl. Kawaraimchi-'rakovcikushi.

E. OKUNO. yhimtxleraiiiaclu Gojo.

T. SAKAKIBARA. BukkojiSakaimachi Goban.

Y. INOHANA. .Shinkyogoku-Sanjo.

G. INOUYE. Shinkyogoku-Shijo.

K. KUROKAW'A. Matsuwara-Yanaginobamba.

T. ONO. ShikyogokuRokkaku.

G. UCHIBAYASHI. Shinkyogoku-Takoyakushi.

Insense.

N. HATA. Kurumayacho-Nijo.

Y. HAYASHI. Sanjo-Abui-anokoji.

N. KUMAGAI. Teramachi-Anegakoji. (See Ad.)

Willoiwr baslcets.

K. HAYAMIDZU. Sanjo-Teramachl. (See Ad.)

K. SHINDO. Saujo Kobashi.

G. TANAKA. ShinUyogoku-Shijo. (Students'.)

BAXi^Tboo ba^slcets.

S. MORITA. Saujo Ohashi-Higashi Shicho. (See Ad.)

Y. YAMADA. Matsuwara-Karasumaru.
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Carpets a>nd Ru^s.

F. FURUKAW'A. leramachi Shijo.

S. KADOYA. Shijo 'I'cramachi.

K. RAW'ASE. reramachi-Matsiiwaia.

T. (")K.AMURA. Higashihorikawa-Motoseiganji.

UiT&bi^ellsi.

M. HIRAXO. Shijo-Kawaiauiachi.

S. ICHII. Shijo-Tominokoji.

S. KAWAGUCHI. Shinkyogoku-NishJki.

K. N.VRAMURA. Shinkyogoku-Takoyakushi.

J. WADA. Shijo-Yanaginobamba.

T. YUKAWA. 1'cramaclii-Bukkoji.

Pottex^y coloui? stuff

R. I\\ ATA. Yaraatooji-Shijo.

BrvisHes.

K. tZAW.\. N'ishinotoin Nishiki.

Y. MAEKAWA. Teramachi-Nijo.

Tctbi Foot coiirei?) a,n€l Sanclles.

15. MORI. Shijo-Ciiommachi.

I). OR.'VMO'l^O. Teramachi-Nijo.

I. SAWADA. Sanjo-Fuyacho.

S. YASUDA. Takakiira Oike.

Bvictdist sKr>ine.

T. I AKAIIA'.lll. M.injuji Takakura.

ArtmoicLl Flower

S. KUMAl. Giommachi-Xawatc.
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/. ll)/ri'Sr. M.itsuwara Fuyar.ho.

I. (>RrN<K Shimoderaniachi (iujo.

A. SI 111). \ I. \. Rarasuniani Nijo.

l^vtsiccil instrument.

Z. ISIIIMI KA. \aniatuoji Shijo.

(JAPANESE ORIGINAL INSTRUMENTS AS KYOTO,

SAMISEN ETC.)

K. IWATA. C'.ionmach.

General'

S. KURATA. (Jujiya.'* Sanjo Teramachi.

General'

II. UUl. Kiyuinid/sucbu Sanchuinc.

rSHAKUHACHI-FLUTES.

)

SbfteleB.

K. HONDA. Alujranokoji-Kamichojamachi.

J. NISHIKAWA. Shijo Sakaimachi. (See Ad.)

Foils'

S. HORl. Gokuma( hi Oikc.

H. KANI. Karasumaiu Gojo.

K. KAWAMOTO. 'Matsuwara Tominokoji.

Sta.tionei?y.

R. BABA. Hommachi-Shichijo.

K. ISHIDA. Xijo-Sakaimachi.

O. KOBAVASHI. Matsiiwara-Fuyacho. Inks.

Y. MATSUDA. Oike-Mishinotoin.

N, MORI. Teiamachi-Nijo.
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Z. NAKAMURA. Fuyaciio-Matsuwa a. ^See Ad.)

'J\ OCAWA. Gojo Fuyacho.

U. TAIXAKA. Rokkaku Tominokoii. (See Ad.)

Bxnolcin^ Pipe ox< <« Kisei>u ;" Dyelnj^ Stuff-,

ItlsL^tSLrt Betsket &. ma,t Silk K£i.a£t (uxnbvella

Cabinet makei* &> Hetiidkevcliiefs

Y, MURATA. Shijo-'l'eramachi. " Kiseru."

S. FUKUDZUMI. Kawaramachi-Nijo. Dyeing Stuff.

S. ENDO. Teramachi-Matsuwara. Rattan Basket.

T. YUKAWA. 'leramachi-Bukkoji. Same.

E. ISHIWARA. Higashinotoin Nishiki. Silk Kasa.

K. IMAl. Sanjo Teramachi. Cabinet Maker.

G. ICHIBASHI. Ebisugawa-Fuyacho. Same.

M. RAWASHl.MA. Ebisugawa-Tominokoji. Same.

H. ML'R.AKAMl. KawaMmachi-'iakoyakushi. Same.

M. NISH1K.\\\ A. Higashinotoin-Anegakoji. S.me.

T. TOKUMURA. Ebisugawa-Yanaginobaniba. Same,

E. OKUXO. Shimoderamachi-Gojo. Same.

N. TERAMl'RA. I'eramaclii-Shijo. Handkerchiefs.

1 17 I HORXICUI^XURE ;

Y. AOKI. Okazakicho.

W. Fl.TRl^K.1. Ryogaemachi-Oike.

S. INOUYE. Omiya-Sliijo.

K. K.'VTO. ShichijoHommachi.

'J\ KAW.\S.\RI. I'ukakusaniuia.

Y. K.AWAMO'IXJ. Kinugasamuia.

T. KOBAYASHI. Iwagami Xijo.
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G. OGAWA. Sunjo Sliirakawa. (^See Ad,^

1". SANC). rtanoiniiiu, Kadonogun.

V. SUGIMC.) I't..). Xcur liana/.ouo Statioa, Kyoto line.

Flourist and Seeds man.

U. VAMAGAMl. Ok;i/.akicho.

IHE END.
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LIST OF ADVERTISERS.
TEXTILES.

KawasiliimH Uiiniunojo. (I)

Tnkata Croshi kwaishM. (I)--

Kvoto (^rimono F\w.iiah« Ltd

Iriiigaki (4onieikw;ii.-ha. (I^

H. Talsviniiini. CO
\V. Fmiakoslii. (1 «

fi. Mikami. (1)

.1. Nishikawj. (1)

I. Kiiniagai. (1)

S. Iid:i "Takasliima^

I'. Nishinmra. (A)

PYEING.
L Hirooka. ( 'J,i

Z. Sliimamnra. (1 )

H. Matsiiztka. i 1 )

S. Yoshii. CO
embr()Idertp::s

S Nishiniiira. (1 ;

R. Tanaka. (^ )

Fnji&Cu. CO
POTTERIES.

Shofu Toki Goshi Kwaisha. (

Kinkozan Pottery. (1)

Kyoto Tojiki Goslii Kwaisha.

T. Ito. CD
LACQUER WARE.
H. Nishimura. CJ)

W. Inagaki. (i;

T. Tanaka. (1)

K. T^uchiyama. C^)

FANS.

Y. Takagi. Cjj

T. Kitamiira. Qh)

H. Kobayashi. * i)

K. Uyeda. CD
K. Ishizumi. CO
U. Murakami. CD

.^ MKT.\L WARE.
...

I < CLOISONNE.
• • ;>

^
Y. Naniikawa. (1) ;i2

(1) 2 S. Koniai. C-') JU—34

• •• 4 < O. Koniai. (Ji :55

,-> ' Seikinkwai. CD 'i^

,i

'} MISCELE.\NEOrS.

7 S. Morita. C',^ SS

8 < M. Mochiznki. (Aj ;h7

f) ( G. Nishikawa. CD ^^7

i'8) in— l;^ \
Kodani. (\) 38

J ;
( Kobayashi Kiyokw-n. CD -iS

j

S. Nakai. CD :«

... 1,}_]> ^
Asahi Kwan. CD — ;i8

i,^ \
M. iiori. CD ;«

17 \
M.^ Koiwinii. CD 39

l^ I
K. Itow. CD • • 30

S .\..«arnim;i & Co. CO <"

, < Kito Shokn-ai. Cl> 41

,',. .,'^^ R. Nariii. CD 43

,",^ Y. Fiikiimi. CD - 42

? J. YamanoiK'hi. CD 43

Y. Suzuki. CD 43

N. Kumagai. (O 44

Y. Hirase. ( 1) 4S

Tsuda Gonieikwaisha. (D "• ••• 4'>

K. Kato. (D 1'^

U. Tainaka. CD *' 17

Z. Nakamura. CD ^7

M. Nakamura. CO 48

G. Shimadzu. (0 4!)

K. Hayaraidzu. CO ""O

T. Z^'ibhio. CO •>!

BANKER.
The Suinitorun Bank. CO -^2

DYE-STUFF.
Inohata Shfiten. CO ^j

IKJRTKULTURE.
J. Ogawa, CD o4

BOOKS, magazinp:s.

N. Yamada. CO 55
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TRADE •vlAR TRADE MARK

^ (I'or Common Fabrics) in all description. (For High grade Fabric.) I

I By Appointment of the Imperial Japanese Household. \

I Bij Appointment of the Imperial Russian Household. |

I Propristor : ZIMBEI KAWASHIMA, |

> Artist to the Imperial Japanese Household. |

I SPECtailTlES

:

I

5 Kawashima Tsuzure (KinoasIiijNa Gobelin Tapestry), ^

\ Karanisliiki {the most excellent Brocaih^, Figured Fabrics
|

£ in General, Embroideries, Meishukin {Leatlwr i.'ork o.-' \

5 Jiml'roitlaies', patentcJ^, Hagoronio-ori {FiatJirr Fuloics, \

I pat,-)iti'd), etc., etc. f

FACTORY and OFFICE

:

NISHIJIN, KYOTO, JAPAN.

(ocif iistO: A.li.C . SHi tHiJrion.

^«|l|i|l,lill4i|i«f«M>i>i*i>i>,l«4Ml|>|i,i,Mt^h|>i*«t«ri*l'4'l'l*t>it»IWl|*lM'«(|MM(Wl|h'l^«»^>M«r*



'\k Kiolo OriiiKiiio kiiislia L'td.

Established on the 5th May, 1887.

Capital Y.
2,500,000,ooo.

The speciall)' ai)pointed contractors to the Imperial

Household. The company principall)' produces satin

of all descriptions, They are esteemed everywhere lor

durability of their artistic and refined colour and l\)r

materials of rare riualities.

lis
" Toyo " and " Kokonoye Donsu " of

^m^m . m^'m . at-aw . mMmmm
and ®c)i^)i1- marks makefornamenis in

China.

The companv also produces Ciffon^ Light silk^

Ladies dresses^ Linings^ Window curtains^ Dra-
pery^ Table clothes^ Wall covers^ Neck-ties,

Kinkazan and all kinds ol ornamentarv fine

art weavings.

1800 men and women are at work in this factory,

Producing more than 50,000,000 feet of the

fabrics each year.

The compamj has welcomed mcinij dicjuitaries from

different countries, and especiallij it has been Jionoured

with the by H.I.M. and H.I.H.

The products of the compamj have received many
high grade medals at different exhibitions in the world.
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TRADE MARK

EXPORT! <^P»' EXPORT!
*

^^

SILK TISSUES

Mcuifffacitirer of and
l>ealer In

SILK CRAPE, HABUTAE, GAUZE,
KAIKI, KOHAKU, TAFETTA

ETC., ETC., ETC.

Plain, Pigured, and Dying ''^Yuzen"

he:ai> office: :

Sanjo Agarii, Miiromachi, KYOTO, JAPAN.
TEL. 43bb.

KYOTO :-Kamichojamachi-Omiya YOKOHAMA :-Otamachi Nichome

TEL. 966. TEL. 1090.

TAMBA :— Yatsuji, Yosagori

TEL. I.

TANGO :- Mineyamachi

TEL. 10.

!
X

!

SPFXIALITV.-Silk crape |

i

in jfreal varieties which
j

phows one of the sample !

i

patterns, |
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INAGAIil 5c CO.

MANUFACTURER & DEALER IN

HABUTAE, FIGURED SILK,

SILK SATIN. SILK CRAPE,

AND SLIGHT SILK,

ETC., ETC.

MATERIALS USED: PURE SILK & SPUN SILK.)

Head Office: Muromachi-Anegakoji.
Kyoto^ Japan.

Branche: f Osaka, Japan.

I Soerabaia, Java.

Agent- MOMOI SHOTEN,

Otamachi 2-choi-ne, Yokohama.
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m^

(dragon)
TRADE MARK

\ Correspondence Invited =

1 f
i Samples and Estimates \

1 IjIGH-GRi^DE Fi^BRICS OF NISljIJIN i

I OBI, DRESS PATTERNS Etc., |

f SPECIAL DEMAND FOR I
1 INTERIOR DECORATION ?
i f
= GOBELIN :

Improved French Gobelin, double faced, and harmo- ^
= nized with Japanese artistic taste. Economy considered. ^

i GOBELIN SILK CRAPE . For the Japoni zat ion of French |
• Gobelin, peaple will find most attractive taste. =

? TAKANAWI-ORI : finest fabric that will satisfy sculptural |
= taste. i

1 IVIUSEN-ORI : Classical " Kinkazan-ori " of high reputation, |
1 improved in accordance with recent taste. =

i ?
= AY ANAIVll-ORI Double fabric, as ripples caused by gentle ^
= • breeze. ^

I «?* y I

T. TATSUMURA.
SOLE MANUFACTURER & DEALER.

SALCS KOOM PAtTOKieS

= Saiijo-Karasumaru, KYOTO. Nakachojamachl Kogawa, KYOTO, *

I Nicho, HonmachI, Higashiku, OSAKA, Kitakoji-Omiya, KYOTO, ?
= w
*miiiiiiipiiipiiipiii9ii'«'ii«Mimiiiiiiipiiipiii«iiii>iiiHimiiii|iipiiipiiipiMtiiimiii«iiiiiiMPii>pii'«iii«Mi^



W. FUNAKOSHI.
Whole Sale Merchant

SILK
HANDKERCHIEFS & MUFFLERS

in

GENERAL VARIETIES.

MAIN STORE :-Sa/ca/mac/2/-Sa/J/o, KYOTO.

(TEX,. 211)

BRANCH STORE --Sanchome, Kitakuibocho , OSAKA.

(TETu. 2207 Iligashi)

CORRESPONDENCE CORDIALLY INVITED.



^» < » «» ^^ ^» "H^^ -^^- i» »i <»» #» i»» »»» » ,^4>., .^^L- ^r

JAPANESE ORICrliTAL COSTTJME.

SOME SPECIMENS OF COSTUME.

THESE COSTUMES, with excellent and characteris-

iic Designs, can he obtained at

Yen 50—300
l-i-oiil

#

#

Muromachi-Oike, KYOTO, JAPAN.
(TBU. 1041J

ORDERS FROM FORRION LANDS
arc specially solioUcd.

AI.K F.NQUIRIKS FOR SAMPLES AND ESTIMATES
arc cordially invited.

WE ALSO DEAI, IN ALL KINDS OF INSTRUMENTS
used ill the Japanese- cerenionie



s

TIME HONOURED FOR OVER 300 YEARS.

KYOTO BRANCH

JINGORO NISHIKAWA,
Teranmcbi-Matsuwara,

TEu, SOS jL..iy. KYOTO, JAPAN.

MOSQUITO-NETS
COTTON-MAKE:—Cheap and Economical ;

large

demands al home.

TIEMP-M AKE;—A durable and refreshing, prac-

Licpale and cool Ihroughoul.

SILK-MAKE:—Splendid and beauliful, mostly

used by upper classes, good for even
in day time.

OUR SPECIALITY :—Net without seam, and with
beauliful pictures dyed through.

FLOSS SILK
Comfortable in Die cold season lo keep tempera-

ture, we enjoy the fame among foreign customers

of its light weight and delicacy.

BED QUILT
Of all kinds and designs.

Our Catalogue and Samples on requests Special attentjon

and Care for foreign orders and correspondence.

First Prize Awarded by Domestic Exhibitions ——

'

OHAKA
1902

TOKVO
11)07

SEOUI.
1908

HEAP OFFICE BRAI^CH OFFJCE
Ilachiman, OMI. Tori-Sanchoine

Nihombashi, TOKYO.
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26, OTABICHO, Kioro,
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Mt. Fuji from Kurasawa.

REGISTERED

Mark

IiDA 8( Company
(**Takashimaya'*)

ESTABLISHED AS S. IIOA, ' TAKASHIMAYA

ACTIVE PARTNERS :

IN 1837.

SHINSHICHI IIDA, Esq. (PRESIDENT)
MASANOSUKE IIDA Esq. TOJIRO IIDA Esq.

KIHEI KITAMURA Esq. CHUSABURO IIDA Esq.

TS a celecraled name in Japan. The firm is the largest and most reliable

house dealing in Te.\tile Fablics. The house was established in 1837 by

the grandfather of the present generation, which compries at present the five

brothers of the lida family. The business, which in its earlier period contined

itself to home productions, has expanded and present deals as well in foreign

goods and is divided into the following departments :

Uetail, Wholesale. Export & Import,
with large branches in various cities.

t^Jucefs of Uiim1iio» aixl Ctililo A.clcli-es.'s.

KYOTO:—Kxport & Retail Store,

Karasiwuiru Takalsiiji. " Takashin Kyoto "

KYOTO :—Japanese Drapery Store,

Karasumani Takatsuji. *' Takashin Kyoto "
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YOKOHAMA :—Direct Export, Wholesale & Retail Store,

.Vo. Si Yainashiiacho. " Takashin Yokohama "

TOKYO ;
— Import & General Supplying Department,

Xo. I Yayesucho, Kojiinnchiku. " Highisland Tokyo "

TOKYO ;— Kelail & Export store,

A^o. I Nishikonyacho, Kyobasliiku. " Takashimaya Tokyo "

OSAKA ;— Japanese Drapery Store,

Sh I'lisaibash isit/ i .\'ich oiiic.

KOBE : —Japanese Drapery Store,

Molomachi Saiichoinc.

FUKUI : -Buying Branch of Habulai Silk,

Sakiu-akainiinach i.

LYONS :— Export Os; Import Store,

/J Rue dc Gael.

LONDON ;—Export & Import Store,

132 Wood St., London, E.C.

TIENTSIN ;—Export & Import Store,

Japanese Concession.

SOME OF PRINCIPAL MEDALS,
awarded on lida & Co. " Takashimaya."

Liege (Universale &. International

Fxhibition, 1905)

1 Grand Prize.

St. Luis (Louisiana Purchase
Exposition, 100 (}

3 Grand Prizes & 2nd Gold Medals.

Japanese Fine Art .\ss iciutioii. 1004)

1st. Glass ()0ld Medal.

Paris (Salon of Societe Fr.incaisc, i.oO
Gold Medal.

Hanoi (Univcr.'-alc F-iposition, 190;,)

Grand Medal of Honour.

The Fifth National Fxhibition,
• Isal-.a, I -.05.

Grand Medal of Honour.

Paris (World's Fair, 1000)

Grand Prize &. Gold Medals.

B'-lgium (World's Fair, iSo4) Gold Medal.

Chicago (Columbian \\>>rlr|'> I .niv. i3') )

5 Diplomas of Merit & Medals.

Paris (World's Fair 18S9) Gold Medal.

" Takashimaya Osaka "

•' Takashimaya Kobe "'

" Takashimaya Fukui "

" Kitamura Lyons "

" Takashin London
''

" Tnkashin'Tientbin
'"

Embro. Silk Kimono.

The alxjve arc only .some of medals or tiic Highest rewards arc always

won by us since 1S73 and the total now reaches 197 at home and abroad.

Patronized by Imperial Housciiold.

Wc enjoy the honour of being regularly patronized by the Imperial 1 lousc-

holrl, for Silks and Chamber Decorations, and it is usually from among our

stocks, that selection is marlc, when the Imperial Household orders goods in

our line— either for its own use, or for presentation to I'orcign Courts or

Distinguished jiersons.
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Departments :

—

Retail Department,
'

._ Tlic laii;cst rclail ilry good> and iiolion .•-lore.-- in jnpan. Dress Malc-
•" rials, l"nriiiturc>, Ornaments, Embroideries and llic oilier fancy goods are

sii)-v]iliiiri(i foreign auslonicvs.

Wholesale Department,
A general wholesale Inisiiiess supplying dealers antl mereliants through-

oul llie world.

Export Department,
Piece goo(N and maiuifacUned avliclcs and garn\ents of Japanese SilKs,

CV)t(ons. 'NN'oollens. Linens, ICmbvoideries, etc., etc.

Import & General Supply Department,
General Imjiort antl Commission Business. Furnishes lo the InqKrial

Household, Government Deparlments and Companies.

Retail & Wholesale Department.
I FOR JAPANESE.)

(Kyoto, Osaka, Tokyo & Kobe.)

We ha\e large stock of all descriptions of dry goods for Japanese demand.
Every want of clolhings,outfittings, furniture and ornaments, etc. lo be supplied

at once on special orders.

Retail & Wholesale Department.
( FOR FOREIGNERS.)

(Kyoto, Yokohama & Tokyo.)
Every kind of >ilk and cotton piece goods and fancy goods for foreign

visitors to Japan or foreign custmers of Japan goods.

Post Order Department.
The great increase in the number of orders entrusted lo us by mail from

abroad is a most convincing proof of the satisfactory manner in which wc treat

our parsons. All orders whether large or small receive special attention. \Ve

beg to suggest that our customers can assist us in currying out their wishes by
describing as fully as possible the goods re<]uircd.

Export Department.
The business is chiefly conducted in Yokohama and Kyoto.

Direct export business by special connections with many large mills in

fapan for silk and cotton goods in prompt and advantageous way to any parts

of the world.

Every kind of issues and its manufactures, materials as well as general

goods in Japan are executed against orders and indents. Especially good

experience and large connections for Japan habutai silk in good quality, regular

weight and prompt delivery are already well recognized by the dealers abroad.

Our Lyons and Yokohama offices supply Japan habutai silk after being

dyed, firnished, printed, embossed, or embroidered to many places in the world.

Import & General Supplying Dept.
(Tokyo.)

Complete organization in the center of Tokyo City, dealing with all im-

ported articles and suplylng various domestic goods to the government depart-

ments and general market, being one of the speoial appointed suppliers to the

Jspanese Imperial Government.

As buying organization, we have branches and representatives in London,

Lyons, New York, Paris, Hambnrg, Berlin, Vladivostoek. etc, and also repre-

sent several large niruufaclurers in Europe and America.
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TOKKYO NEl>. |

I (PATENT FLANNEL) |

I A NEW FEATURE OF FLANNEL MANUFACTURED IN JAPAN. |

I
PRICES MODERATE |

SAMPLES AND ESTIMATES
|

WILL BE SENT IN SHORT NOTICE. i

s

-><•

§ USABURO NISHIMURA. iB S

I Sasayacho-Omiya, KYOTO, JAPAN. |

I TEI.. No. 4107. I

nilllilllllllillllllMlliililllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliiillllllliilllilltlllllllllllillllilR
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As you understand the the meaning of KEKKO
when you see NIKKO, so you will appreciate

UZEN in KYOTO.

UZEN is very KEKKO.
Please turn over.
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A SHORT EXPLANATION TO THE PHOTOGRAPH,

We, the iindersighned, have the honour to anno-
unce to onr patrons and the public generally that,

having had a long experience in this line of business,

as we have established in 1740, we succed the skillful

methods of Uzen Dyeing from Mivazaki Uzen, the
original inventor.

Pig. No. i The kakemono is made by Uzen himself
some two hundred and thirty years ago. This is the
good to keejD the highly estimated possession in mj-
household and it was acknowledged by the investiga-

tion Board of Treasures as one of superior goods of

its kinds. With much improvements even since made
in its dyeing and other invention. It is widening its

markets both domestic and foreign. We are enjoying
patronages by the Imperial Household and upper
classes, and also highly awarded gold and silver prizes

bv several exhibitions.

Pig. No. 2 The dyeing of this picture is skillfully

done mainly by the hand work.

Pig. No. 3 Kimonos of chei-ry patterns.

Pig. No. 4 The landscape paintings imitated of old

masterpieces and applied as cushion-patterns.

Pig. No. 5 and 6 Dyed on both sides ; Dharma and
poets in gold are apjDlied on ribbon, the latest

samples.

Please write for Samples and particulars.

IHEI HIROOKA SHOTEN,
Muromachi-Gojo, KYOTO, JAPAN.DYER

AND DEALER IN

TOKYO BRANCH :-

Hasegawacho, Nihonhashi, TOKYO.
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ZENSUKE SHIMAMURA.
Akezumon-Aiatsunara, KYOTO, JAPAN.

Wholesale Dealer in

All Kinds of

IN ARTISTIC DESIGNS,

-— «OU"K SPECIALITY •>

Uzen Dyeing Works
on

Silk crape, liabutai. Figured
and other SibKS.

GOLD MEDALS From Foreign
and Domestic Exhibitions.

OUR WORKS,—
CONDUCTFD by the expert artists on Designs,

Stencils, and Printings, In using latest machi-
nery.

CORRESPONDI:NCE,-
INVITED, all inquiries M'ill receive Prompt and

Careful attention.

OUR SAMPLES,—
Tvlll be sent on I'equest.
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UZEN ON MUSLIN
The industry that shows an eminent progress

in a short year through the country.

Visitors to Japan-British Exhibition will find

the exhibits of Uzen excellent qualities and moderate
prices.

Among others, we have the unsurpassed supe-
riority of long experienced and skillfull methods.

We can select the patterns that suit and fit to

the foreigners tastes.

In short, our shop is that any one can purchase
superior goods with reasonable prices.

For Samples, Price list and other business
correspondence, Please address to

HARUKICHl MATSUZAKI.
Head Office,

No. 6, Shin-Osakaeho, Nihonbashi,

TOKYO, JAPAN.

FACTORIES
1ST.

Higashinotoin-Nijo,

KYOIO.

2ND.

Doshinmachi, I-chome,

I^YOTO
BRANCH.

Shinmachi-

Matpuwara,

ICYOXO.

FACTORIES
3RD.

KAMEIDO-MACHI,
TOKYO.

4TH.

KAMEIDO-MACHI,
TOKYO.
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YOSHII SJIlSUKE.
Rokkaku-Karasumaru, KYOTO, JAPAN.

(TEL. 1426 L.D.)

Wholesale IVIerchant

ALL KINDS SILK WITH COLORINGS.

OUR SPBGIAL-ITV :
'

' JIIND AI«OM D " Dyeing.

.*r»ajv»i»le oil -A.iJi>lioa.t Ion
l-'t»r©ij2:n fofro^^poutloimos aro CcjiTlial.v Iii> Itort.

R*«in|f(||llH*tlHIHI>umi»ll»i|IH|Pltfmn|MN'l|l>N«lll«IHIIi|l'IHI|f<IMIIMtl«ll*H*ltinfl*ltH|IH?-
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pURvlEYoI^ToHUn'^ nOUSEHOlS'.

5 NlJHlrfUR^^
KyYOTO, JAPAN

.<.<"*<

IBfiJ

JAPAN.

f^ is; & m ^ ^
^ m

MANUFACTURER OF
HIQH CLA^S EMBROIDERIES.
FANCY CUT- \)ELVET5,

AND^IL^QOObJ IN GENERAL.
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Jf^VAdESE ?ILN ART QOOP?

EMfeROIDEfftlES
- - AND - -

Cat-Velvet
Pictunes >

FABRICANT
DE

Broderle ^
ET >^

TELEPHOWE L. D. 14^92

BraHch
Tokyo

MAMUFACTURt RTiP EXPGKTE-R
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I^M^^A/>/«^<lV^A^»J^^>*>*A<»^^''A^*^^>>rf>>^^^>JM;A><Ai»JMi^»^AA»^^^

TRADE MARK

SHOFU POECELAm,
SHOFU IITSTJLATOES,

Ninchashi, Honmachi-dori, KYOTO,

PHONE No. 2842.

Sliirakabecho 1-chome, NAGOYA.
Minami Konyacho, Kyobashiku, TOKYO.

PHONE SHINBASHI No. 3022,

TAIHOKU FUJENGAKI, FORMOSA.
F»l*or»e 470.





YA8UDA KYOTO TOJIKI
'

I
GOSHIKAISHA.^

Manufacturers & Dealers in

Artistic Satsuma

AWATA
Porcelain Ware

Shirakawa=Suji, Sanjo,

KYOTO, JAPAN,

IKLCPMOinE No. :i^,Z.



^0
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APPOINTED MANUFACTURER TO THE IMPERIAL HOUSEHOLD,
tSTABUISMfcD IN 1657.

H. NISHIMURA, V, TEL. No. 1717 L.D.
T T T

FINJSSA LiACQU£RS (guaranteed from boiling water)

OF ARTISTIC DESIGN AND DAILY USE.

FACTORY INSPECTION INVITED. Teramachi Ayanokoji, KYOTO,

ACQUER-NISHIMUR
SPECIALITIES.

cigarette box, jevi'ellery box, tea
TRAY, card tray, FRUIT TRAY, CABINET,
SCREEN, SAKE CUP, FINGAR BOWL, SOUP
BOVv'L, DINNER STAND, EGG STAND,
TOAST STAND, LANTERN & ETC. OF
GOLD LAC, CARVED LAC, PLAIN
BLACK OR RED of all KINDS.

Sake ciifi, is con/j/wKfy itscd

in congratiilnfing crreiiiony

among Japanese. T/ir above is

lite souvenir of Kyoto rarticipa

tion of Japan-British Exposi-

tion.

MANUFACTURER &

DEALER IN

ALL KINDS OF LACQUER WARE

ESPECIALLY IN

ARTISIC GOLD LACQUER,

''lilNOYA."

Teramachi-Sanjo, KYOTO, JAPAN.
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I UNSURPASSED IN JAPAN. |

! "KITANO TSUISHU ", I

1
LACQUER WARE OF HEMP. I

i TSUNETARO TANAKA, I

•m

INVENTOR AND MANUFACTURER.

Onmaidori-lmakoji. hkYOTO, JAPAN.
(NEAR "KITANO SHRINE".)

The invention of fifteen year's hard labor.

I OUR PRICE LIST ON REQUEST. |
a =

I Samples Shown, Prices Moderate,
|

1 Compared with other lacquer ware. |

? Correspondence and Inspection Cordialy Invited. |

I x\OT EFFECTED by DRY or WET SEASON i

I AND BY HOT WATER. I

I NO WARPING OR CRACKING WITNESSED I
• L\ INDIA AS WELL AS IN AMERICA. ?
- A

1 MATERIALS of HEMP I
• AND NO MIXTURE of GLUE. ?

LIST OF GOODS.
Trays, Plates and Bowls, Flower-vases,

Cases, Flower and Lamp stands, Photo-stands,

Desks, Frames, etc., etc., etc.

K%m
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Kake

KYOTO
us Kinds

responnence
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MADE f^Jx)) MARK.

hYORITSUGUMI,
MAUFACTURER AND DEALER

IN ALL KIND OF

FAITS k HOTOD FAITS.

->«5--

Aino-macbi\ Gojo-sagaru, Kado,

I^YOTO, JAPAN.

.,„^„^MWMMM^MWMM^M^irMM»4rM^rirMMM^MMWMM,jrw^WWSr,0^MMrmMMM^WW,^MM^^

\ TeraiT»achl-GoJo
I KYOTO, JAPAN.

T. KITAMURA,
Manufacturer & Dealer

Tel. No. 1508. i

1

in

New SAMPLES for

-I
« Mew :>Ai>'ii'ui:.;> lor A varied new assort- 5

J Europe and America, tnent always in stock.
j

J
Sent on application. 11
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14, Biikkoji Muromachi-iiishie-iru, KYOTO, JAPAN.
Miuwihctiircr c"C' Dealer in

All Kinds of FAN for Export.

H^MPUtS cjnd Prict; list, on application.
PAYMfiM IS : Send your Letter of Credit to.

THE KAITSU GOMEI KWAISHA,
THE SHIPPING AOBiM,

Kltanakadori-ltchome. YOKOHAMA, and they will solicit Shipping, Drafts

and other matters for yoii. ________

\ Through Foreign Firms

I' ut

Yohohama A Kobe

For yeara

But Now Opened
Direct Sale

to

South American

countries
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K. ISHIDZUMI.
Manufacturer (^ Exporter of

ALL I1INDS or PANS.

Samples of New design are made yearly for

Europe, South and North America, and sent on
application.

All Orders promptly executed,

perfect fit guaranteed.

A large assortment of Paper and Silk
Fans with Ivory, Bone, Bamboo, Shell
and Sandal-wood sticks etc. always on
hand.

Awarded Gold and Silver Medals by
Foreicjn and Domestic Expositions.

Price moderate. Quality Excellent.

No. 3-6, Yanaginobamba Bukkoji,

KYOTO, JAPAN.

Tfib. INo. 740. Telegraphic Address

" ISHIDZUMI, KYOTO."

A. B.C 5th & A. I. Code used.

Prench and Bn^listi spoken.
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I
ESTABLISh__ _L1SHED m

9 I • 1894.

I ^
MAKAMJOTEl^

UMETARO MURAKAMI J
.Member of m

• Manufacturer L Dealer In THE KYOTO CHAMBER OF COMMERCE. •

IIS- A ^^-KT
KagiyaiiuKhi.Karasiiwani, Kyoto. Japan. I

GOLDMiiDALii -St. Luis. 1904.
TELEPHONE

1954.



III.?

* Shi'niknwn-bnsbi, Sanjo, Established in ^

I KYOTO, JAPAN. 1873. |

i I

I Cloisonne Manufacturer, I

YASUYUKI NAMIKAWA,

An Appointed Artist to the

Japanese Imperial Household.

SPECIALITIES :—

FLOWER VASES, INCENS POTS,

DISHES, POTS. BOWLS Etc., Etc.

«

«

FIRST PRIZE (1903) The 5th Home Exhibition.

GOLD iViEDAL (1900) Paris Exposition.

(1904^ St. Louis Exposition.

GREEN RIBBON (1893) By Imperial Bureau
of Decoration.

Several medals granted by Home and »

I Foreign Exhibitions.
m

I Business transacted at home or through foreign ?

= merchants in Kobe and Yokohama, also £nd ^
i markets in England, America, German, France ?
I ^
= etc., etc., etc. s

I I

I We are always visited by foreign nobles f

I Whenever they come in this City. %

I I
iili9•||^l'IHlllPI>|Plllil|!iMl«ll|^t.|«ll|^|llP|llP|llPl|ltl|li•ilill|lill|i|l^ifli||p:|llPil'Pl|liil<lliil8Ml|lll>^
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5. KOMAI
THE ORIQINATOR IN

Damascene wotk
FACTORY-INSPECTION INVITED

. TEL.NO. 5^6, StiinniOTizeii

KYOTO, JAPAN

IVIn-de only in Kyoto:— Zhogan, the home name of

Damascene work, has lieen lionored willi the jiopular reputation of being

made only in Kyoto.

Xlio ofif^f naitoi' in Da-niascene worlx :

fXir family, the ori<^inalor and tlie only manufacturer in Damascene work in

Japan, has enjoyed the fame from by our forefathers, finding our best patronage

among Samurais, scattered all over the land, as the exclusive ornaments on

swords, guns and spears, tlie spirits of them.

Tlie removation causes by the Restoration of Mei-ji, conducted by Toku-

gawa-.Shogun in 1S67, e<|ualizctl all ranks, liigh and low, an<l wearing a sword

l)y liie Samurai was strictly prohibile<l. It was therefore our fathers' misfor-

tune tlial be bad to give up the only means of making liis livelihootl.

.Suljjectetl to distress and tragedy, our father struggled lo hand il tlic

art down to his heirs as he received it from his fatlier. In spite of adversity,

with the light of invention came the great chance to ajiply the work of Zhogan

on articlas in European and American styles.
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Thf iiivtnl:i>n iileascJ the lastc of linropcniis aixl Aincricans aiul llic

rfputation was remarkably increase wlun lie vhowtd the result of hi-< Lahor.

lo foreign tirnis in Kobe.

The improvement in work meaiii ileveloinneiU ; ilcvelopemcnl meant

increasing of c.\ix)rl ane .Irawing in great niimlitr tourists has thus doing much

towards the enlargement of our business. Komai's work now stands lor Damas-

cene, the English name for it.

The inheritance wa.s, indeed so prt)lilable for our family and thanks must

l>e given to the head of it, we therefore shall endcvour with our fullest energies

lo further development of the work, thereby maintaining our family traditions.

Pfocess of" i-n«.l<ii-»jb4 ;

-

1. On the ground of steel, double-hatch lines cut by a chisel.

2. The outline of designs drawn on paper, copied by a small needle point

through the paper, on the ground.

3. Tracing dots copied, gold pounded in.

4. Lacquer pasted over and baked rejjeatingly about twenty times in turn.

5. We rub and polish lacquer ofl" by a pointed steel bar.

6. Wlien this linished, the gold part engraved to show IjriglUer.

BewsLPe of imitatioiis : - In Tokyo and Yokohama

an electro-plated jiroduction of German silver and. many other imitations of

this article are being sold.

SPECIALITIES

Cigar



FURUM0N2IEN, KYOTO.
^

The PIOINEER of

DAMASCENE WORK.
INSPECTION OF \ 1 GRAND PRIX

FACTORY INVITED [Iffl 2 MEDALS OF HONOUR

'^^'^-"TflADt
^'^^'^ ^^^^ MEDALS

1^^ nMK% #^'

V. ^' ... - -^' "^ ^ ifli ^ \i.-.£j: \_' • - ^ — \M . ^u^aJ

I >

GOLD. SILVER AND OTHER PRECIOUS METAL WORKS
BRONZE, TIN. BRASS AND IRON WORKS.

THAT SUITED TO THE FOREIGN CUSTOMERS.

pr^EASE: mvrjtie: us.
YOUR CORRESPONDENCE CORDIALY INVITED

VVc caa furafsh a reliable answer tu your inquires, the

best wa> tu knuvs abuut the metal vsorks in Japaa.

A> Idress to

THE KYOTO METAL WORK ASSOCIATION.

KICHIBEI HIRANO, Hepresentative Members.

Teramachl-Ane^ukuJI, KYOrO. JAPAIN.
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^l|»llt(lMo**l •••••l|l'lttlM,|M«,,lli,,kM,^ll,,tllit>i(iil»t,l>t||l<,||U,|M«illti|IUill<i<"li>;

Silver Medal, Paris, 1900.

„ „ Hanoi, 1902.
Gold „ St. ILouis, 1904,
Silver ,, Portland, 1905.
Gold „ bie^e, 1905.

TRADE MARK

S. MORITA,
No. 9 Ohashi, Higashi-8hichorn(3, Sanjo,

KYOTO, jrAF»Awr.

s Manufacturer of and Dealer in

5 all kinds of

S Flower Vases and Fruit Serve.

t Tel. No. 3tiTi».

.I«4,»««»,«»»,l»»,,M,,|i.,,,l.n|l,,i|l,.jU,(|l,,»J«,eH4,H|,»l(lKtl,,!lijJ««4lM|j»H|lM4J««|jlMi»Hf
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MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS
- - IM - -

Novelty Toys, Curios,

Nishinoloin, Uonotana-Agaru, KYOTO, JAPAN,
TEL. 3357.

Q. Nishikawa & Co.,
Mauufacturer of and Who'esale & Retail Dealer in

Bamboo Curtains. Scrcan, Bccds Blinds and Bamboo work all Kinds.

BAMBOO CURTAINS : 1 .if.do of fin^ sticUs of Bemboo noble
marqin olothes. Tassel and Hook. Suitable for room
oi-nainent.
SHADES: made of bamboo and appropriately used for tl:e
windows in Kurnmcr, the sunshine and as well as to
keep off insects.

HEAD OFFICE,- Sakaimachi Shijo, Kyoto, Japan. TEL. No. 1505
BRANCH ,, Shimoinakicho Nipponbaslii, Tokyo. TEL. No. 1421.

FACTORY No. i Daibutsu, Kyoto.

,, No. 2 Nakano, F'ushimi.

Snmplos nnd Gntnl<)<Vii<- s on <i pp|i<',,il.ioi).
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BEST SOUVENIR TO YOUR HOME

Please call on sur r^sie a§ a mmwi to

vieit tills fair sity.

BEST COMPLIMENTS AT YOUR HOME

KyctQ beaytiss mi flm uieuis in pi^paratlon

and sole at your mail o^der.

iK

KYOTO
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KYOTO.
Established

in 1863.

Telephone
No. 1630.

WHO'S YOUR INTIMATE 1

'r<>

showing kindly tlie charming KNOTO and her vicinity at

your service with CAMERt!\,
lend even his dark-room to you vvitViout any of charge,

send the prepared per pareel-post to any part of the world
with strictly free of charge,

develope, retouch, print, enlarge, and do every thing else
ahout with plate or filnn which you've taken in your own ways

with (j
nnoderate charges as well as tor Nothing in IVIIIxnUU LnINU 9

M. HORI'S STUDIO
Patrongafted by the Iniiierial lloiisehoUi.

TcrnmachL near Takatsuji,

l0^:K«%>«tt^i«N».~^tt^^^ls;wv«N•^<«£^»^«K^3WCft^?k^?«^»N^^

KOIZUMI,
Kdwaramachi. Nijo,

KYOTO, JAPAN.

DEALER IN

Portraiti taken in Group or Singly with

Japanese coatumes or scenes,

Out-door work Printing, Developing,

a speciality, etc., etc

'All Visitors are cordially Invited Retpectfully.i

I

A



"WAS wmm
A YA\KBK'r

Is a very hard question for one who discerns.

KYOTO BRANCH,

T. YAMASHITA, Manager.

Teramachi Bukkoji ; -TEL. No. 1332.

MAIN OFFICE:—
Honcho Nichome, TOKYO.

You can get every thing that a PHOTO-
GRAPHIC SERVER WANTS, which you used

to buy at first rate companies in your own
country.

There is nothing- which can't be obtained

through this company. Strictly sole agent of

Eastman Kodacks & Co, U.S.A.

and Every other company

world renown.

Darh-room ready for customers free of charge.

PoTtr<iit and landscapes of all kinds prepared and sold.

DevclopiiKj and Printing fixed are Executed to order.

Here,
A Pioiu'cr Photottiapliic-eircle in Japan.

M
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DBFFRTMBNT 5T0RS
or

CAMERAS
PLATES, FILMS, P.O.P.,

BROMIDE PAPERS and
PHOTOGRAPHIC MATE-
RIALS, etc., etc.

PRINTING MACHINERIES,

PRINTING MATERIALS, etc.

PAmTS, Qtc.

LAUNDRY POWDER SOAP.

K
KITO SHOKWAI,

MOUNT FACTORY STORE.
Matsubara-Ynnnr|inol")amba,

KYOTO, JAPAN.

s^s;^>5S3^^^iS6s:<^\#^
i
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Local cu5Tor*i5

PHOTO. STUD 10

^> J3I0N SHRINE GROUND

K. KYOTO JAPAN ^

^
-^-^;

Y U
YUBA, a food made from beans, fiil! of nourishment,

good with meat or vegetable, easy to cook.

FUKUMI SHOKWAI.
(Ti:i^. :>«>. i;ta:».)

Umckoji, Higashinotoin, KYOTO, JAPAN.
Samples and Price list on application.
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FISHING HOOKS and ARTIFICIAL FLY
Applicable for Soft and Salt water.

JUSUISE YAMANOUCHI.
Hachijo-Omiya, KYOTO, JAPAN.

F.S TABUISHEP I N 1 863 A.P.
i^ lNINUftl, PRODUCTION 60 .000 Pieces .

SAMPUB ON APPLICATION.

GOLD MEDALS
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k:yxjk:yodo.
Manufacturer of

fucease, laceose=Sticks, Writiug & Paintiag Brushes & India°lak.

MAIN STORE; Teramachi Anegakoji, Kyoto, Japan.

Tel. No. Ho.

BRANCH STORE; Oimricho 1-Chnme. Ki/obaf^hiku, Tnki/o, Japan.

Tel. Shlnbashi No. I279.

For several huntlred years pasl, we have been engai;jed in maiuifactuiing

incense, incense stici<Sj writing and painting hrushss and India ink.

The materials fur incense are taken from animals or vegetables found in

tlie countries of the East, while the method of preparation, besides adopting

the old method inherited from our ancestors, includes modern discoveries.

The secret of mixing incenses was hitherto inherited by the House of

Pr'n:e Sanjo, by whom for generations the mixed incense was presented to the

Imperial Court. The late Prince >>an'p ^anetoini, prime minister at the

beginning of Meiji era, who was very busy in discharging his public duty and

had no time of making the incense for the Imperial Court, transmitted the

secret to our house. Since then we have been honoured with the appointment

of incense manufacturer to the Imperial household. .

As for the writing and painting brushes and Indiarink, not being satisfied

with relying upon old inherited methods alone, we have often gone to Chlnr,

and investigated the methods of manufacturing there. We have brought many
improvements from there, so thai our goods have become noted for their exce-

llence and we have had conferred u])on us numerous Medals of Honour, Medals

of Progress, or Med:ds of~NIerit. etc., etc., at Domestic and Foreign Exhibitions.

In consideration of the fact that our export trade in perfumery has been

increasing year by year, we have invented a special incense slick burner which

hae been unexpectedly appreciated by the public. This incense burner is made

in bronze, other metals, porcelain, wood and bamboo. It is put up together m
a box with incense sticks in it, a most convenient, useful an<l cheap article.

We receive Orders through foreign merchants in Kol)e and Yokohama for

Christinas season. We solicit the patronage of foreign ladies and gentlemtin.

N.B. Some imitations with ornaments similar to o-.irs are being sold.

.\ttenlion is directed to the mentioned registered trade mark.
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W JAPSNCSE SHELLS ^
Marine, Fresh-Waler and Land Shells

of

JAPAN. LOOCHOO IS. & FORMOSA.

Fine specimens, a great number of

species, accurately determined, many of

them new^ and rare. For sale at reaso-

nable rates.

CataloQfue vfill be sent free on application,

Korean Land Shells arc also in stock.

k
Y. HI RASE, Conchologist

Hamfigurifjomon-inaye, Karasumaru,

K YOTO. ^
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tr^

t^lf m^ s
N •;

'* f

MANUFACTURER OF

EVERY KIND OF

^ E:LE;C:T?LrD Wlj|r{ii:.:>

KYOTO, J/\P/\fN.

TEL. No. 647. ^J)

^.

r
»*-»»i

J

VERY BliSl^ WAY
: To iindorstand

' BUSHI'S LIFE m JAPAU
SLt. ^VoviTf I-iomrxe.

Morlcls of court and Bushl's house, Sword, Bow
and other weapons with charactaristic decoration.

Estimates and Photograptt on Application.

Bukkoji-Tominokoji, KYOTO, JAPAN.

A romplete model, adapted by Sehool and other educational institutians

in fureifpi count) ie.^; to show the Japanese Life shouni in dolls.

U** ><»»<»
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\ OCCIDENTAL LETTERS. |

i Can be written with i

? s
^ that we have 8

I
— A GOOD REPUTATION IN AMERICA - \

^ OVER 40 MEDALS AWARDED \

^ PRINCIPAL EXHIBITIONS. DOMESTIC & FOREIGN,
J

^
WITH LONG EXPERIENCE. IN THIS LINE OF BUSINESS

\
^ FROM OUR ANCESTORS, WE CAN FURNISH A

J t^>- Best and Excellent goods —^^^r^ i

\ U.TAINAKA, "KINSUIDO."
^

Rokkaku-Tominokoji, KYOTO, JAPAN.
\

^
Tf:L. No. 3298.

^

^
All Orders from Foreign Lauds, solicited and promptly attended. ^

.JAPANESE WRITING & DRAWING BRUSHES
INK & INISSTONES.

'riiose r*i-ii»lio«.. aiifl Ink a i-«« not i n I rod iicorl (f > roi-ci^ii
foimti-los except a Tf.w loxer-s «>r .Japanese paintlns;.
Altenlltm In t-alletl.

TO THEIR SUPERIORITES==
NEVER SPREAD IN PAPER REMARKABI.Y GLOSSY ON
NEVER EFFECT IN RAIN.

|

WOOD
;
MORE SO WITH YEARS.

I

ADAPTED FOR SINGS, AND
RFr.irt ATP- THK THirvN^*;-; np SUPERIOR FOR ALL KINDSKttrULAIh- IMt IHICKNbSSOF WRITING, SPECIALLY UPON
INK AT YOUR CONVENIENCE. — PORCELAINS.

DIFFERENT SIZES OF BRUSHES ACCORDING THE
DEMAND OF THE OCCASION.

" btj:xchojk:x •'

^EfNUBMOIN INAKAMIJRA
Manufacturer * Ootjl«r

Matsuharn-ruyncho. KYOTO. JAPAX.

Established in
AWARDED 20 MEDALS

1636.
I

DOMESTIC & FO'^EIGN EXHIBITIONS

Telephonp

942



_ \R -^

SAKE
I

An Original and Ciiaractaristic Wine in Japan. i

-TRADE

MARK-

•4-*

Prof Chamberain's " Thing's Japanese " says :—

" Xo appropriate European name exists for this fovourite

intoxicant. Both " rice-beer " and "rice-brandy", by which the

word has some times been translated, give a false idea of the thing.

SAKE is obtained from fermented rice by a complicated process,

which can only be carried out during the winter, and it contains

from eleven (o forteen per cent of alcohol. Cnriously enough, Euro-

pean heads >eeni tu be aflt^cted by it much has easily than the

•Japanese themselves arc yet it is very curious.

FREE BOTTLES r trial taste, sent on Application. }

Please apply YOUR INQUIRIES on All about sak^. are '}

cordial}' invited, which I will furnish you full parcular answer }

to vour short notice. *

Address.

MATSUNOSUKE NAKAMURA, \
(BRKWER) S

Sayamachi-Gojo, KYOTO, JAPAN. }

X
••til««M«»»ll"ll«»Ml"ll«'«il'"ll"»i«"«u"»l»»«U«'»l«"ll'''ll"ll"«i»"l»«'«l«"»|l"ll«"«ll"lll»^
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This is the picture of one portion of the show room of our Specimen Department.

® MARK

SHIMADZU FACTORY
ESTABLISHED IN 1875)

Cable Addrress : '•SHIMADZU, KYOTO"
A. B.C. Code Sth Kdition Used.

BRANCH
18, Nishikicbo Itchome

TOKYO.

MAIN
Nijyo, Kiyamachi

KYOTO.

BRANCH
95, lenjianochu

FUKUOKA.

ANATOMICAL MODELS

are our specialities.

There are many experienced

workmen engaging in this line in our

Specimen Department.

ZOOLOGICAL & BOTANICAL

SPECIMENS

Insects, Stuffed Specimens and

Herbariums are abundant in our stock.

MINERALS ii ROCKS

Almost all of minerals and rocks in

Japan are collected from every

locality, and we can execute your

order promptly-

We are also Importer in both

Scientific Ifistruments, and

Specimens of Natural History.

Some Scicnti/ic Iiisti iiriiciiis are

nmtnithcturcd in our own workshop.



no

^A.

1. 1I¥A,M1I1I.
MANUFACTURER

AND

WHOLESALE DDALER IN

ALL KINDS OF

Wll>UOW
AND

BAMBOO BASKETS
TERAMACHI SANJIO
KYOTO, JAPAN.

Tel. No. 2.J58.

Bi mm i&mm^ ^ if m rs

A 3^ w Br ^ a i« H » »

¥ ^ 7J< M
'^"^ ifi i»i ^^••••tf-^^^'^^̂
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^ * <» •» "• »» #» #» •'9^ #» <» #» »- »» <» i#» ^»^. .7

'^YATSUHASHI"
THE CAKE OF

EXCELLENT FLAVOUR
AND

TASTE.
Price Yen L'.OO per 1000 pieces. Postage Extra.

.^imm^
TIME HONOUKP2D Invention in the second year of Genrokil period

IfiSO) l">v one of mv anceslers and is one of the l)est native cakes in [apan.

HIGHI-V FAVOURED By the Imix;rial Household, Princes," and other

upper cla.sses at the same time well recieves of the peaple.

PRIZE AWARDED Are 70 medals and diplomas among others :

Silver Medal Paris 1900

Honoured Diploma
and Silver Medals Hanoi 1902

Silver Medal Portland 1908

Honoured dM medal Scatlc 1009

TAMEJI NISHIO.
Slu)f;r)in, Kyoto. 'x-«-i. --jiii.

WE HAVE OUR AGENT IN ENGLAND, AMERICA,
FRANCE, GERMANY, CHINA, AND COREA, ETC.

( <)Ki{i:t-»i*(>Ni)i:>cj': i>\ ri'i:i).

)

—<5-^-^



THE SUMITOMO BANK
Kitahama 5-Chome, OSAKA, JAPAN.

Mr. IS. SUMITOMO^ Proprietor

Mr. K. NAKATA, Manager

Capital Allotted Yen i.ooo.ooo

Reserve Fund 4,450,000

hYOTO BRANCH
HIGASHINO-TOIN, ROKKAKU

(Tel. Nos. 1540, 1591 & 5147)

Mr. S. TMAMURA, Manager

Mr. T. KAMASE, Signs per pro.

OTHER BRANCHES
Tokvo, Yokohama, K.obe, etc.

LONDON AGENTS
Lloyds Bank Limited,

Deutsche Bank (Berlin) London Agency,

Kais. Koen. Priv. Oesterreichische Laenderbank.

CORRESPONDENTS
In all important places at Honie and Abroad.

Every description of Banking and Exchange

Business transacted.
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KAT8UTAR0 INABATA,

Officer de Tlnstruction Publique.

Officer de TOrdre du Dragon d*Annam.

Member of Jury et the several International Exhibition.

REPRESENTATION & AGENCY.

REPRESENTATIVE in Japan of many important

firms in the Continent.

GOODS : Machineries. Metallurgic & Chemical

Products. Dyestaffs. Textiles etc.

|C* flC* ^jf*

HEAD OFFICE : OSAKA-SakaisuJi Junkciwachi.

BRANCH OFFICES:

KYOTO-XanzcnJi.

TOKYO-Horirlnmcchn Itchniiw. iWiluinhnshikii.

TIENTSIN (China)-Tuu^ Hnn VniiK ilnn^.

(K. Inahnia Branch) nl the Japanese Cnnccssif)n.

TclcqrnphU Address : CODE :

INABATA, CKSAhA. A.R.L. jth CdlHon.
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JIHEI OGAWA.
Horiikcwmhi, Savjo

:>h ira fatwabnah i ago ru

,

KYOTO, JAPAN.

LANDSCAPE GARDENER

and Dealer in /l|l Kinds of

STOBE CinTEJlllS ^^ flSflPCOTlIC STOBES for EIROEOS.

A LARGE COLLECTION of EVERY DESCRIPTION

CONSTANTLY on HAND.

VISITORS /\bW7\VS VVBbGOMB.

GORRtSPONDBNGD GORDIAUY IINVirtiD

,^.f..4

^^^Cj^
>

f5?"^>
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The thanks of the Kj-oto Commercial

Museum are due to

Mr. J. HARADA, Prof, of Na-oya Tlt.qh

Techenical School.

Mr. A. SHIOMI, Prof, of Nai^oya Tli-h

Techenical School.

Mr. F. A. LOMBARD, Prof, of Dc3shisha

College,

for valuable assistance rendered in the jirepara-

I
tion of preceeding pages.
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